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Bursary March Wednesday all out!
Drawing of a bursary march, showing students with banners

Editorial
It's about this time of year, funnily enough always around budget time, that the possibility of replacing

bursaries with a system of student loans is considered. Indeed it was this very scheme that Alan Levett used to
re-project himself into the public arena several weeks ago. As yet no-one seems to have heeded his call.
Hopefully no-one will.

Levett, along with others, has argued that a system of student loans will somehow make university
education more accessible to all. While it is certainly true that under the existing bursary system, students from
wealthy backgrounds get a very easy ride, often using the bursary as mere pocket money, the overall situation is
hardly likely to improve if loans are introduced.

The basic flaw is that, while bursaries are paid out independently of need (save in the case of hardship
allowances), loans go to the opposite extreme. A student will only take out a loan if s/he absolutely has to. As
loans, by their very nature, have to be repaid, this will mean that students from poorer backgrounds will leave
university with the heaviest burden of debt.

Students who enter university knowing that their parents are unable to give them a significant amount of
assistance, and that they will have to survive almost solely on holiday earnings and loans, may be reluctant to
enter university.

While loans might reflect need more accurately than the present bursary system, it will do so by
disadvantaging those who most need aid. It offers them the money with the one hand, and tics a noose around
their neck with the other.

Expected Costs
The only way that students could expect to avoid leaving university with a massive deb hanging over their

heads, is to use their holiday earnings to repay, at least part of the loan they have taken out that year. The
Survey of Student Income and Expenditure which is currently being done had produced some preliminary
figures that are illuminating in connection with any proposed loan scheme.

The survey showed that students have an average expenditure of $1100 during the academic year,
irrespective of age or sex. First year students earn on average $500 during the vacation before they arrive at
varsity with an additional $150 in miscellaneous income, for second and third year students the figures are $760
and $170; $850 and $170. Using these figures and assuming an interest rate of 12½% on the loan (ie. Levett's
current interest rates), with a few assumptions about the cash flow, and further that the only expenses that
students incur during the holidays are rent, food and power, the remainder going to pay off loans, the "average
student" would leave university after three years of study with a debt of $2,500 hanging over his/her head.

And if those figures aren't bad enough, there are other factors to consider. Firstly these are average figures,
therefore while there are many students who would finish university better off than these grim figures suggest, a
large number will actually be worse off. Will this latter group be able to survive at university or will an already
elitist system turn even more so? Some groups that would suffer particularly can be identified: the two major
groups being female students, who on average earn a total of about $200 less than the average holiday earnings
quoted here. Instituting loans, with women facing the employment difficulties that they are, exacerbated by the
current economic climate, would make universities even more male preserve than they presently are. The other
group who would suffer are students at technical institutes, who, as their academic year is five weeks longer on
average than that of university students, also have significantly lower holiday earnings.

The other frightening thing about these figures is that they assume that students have to spend no money in
the holidays other than their essential living expenses. No Christmas presents, no clothes, no holidays, no
entertainment. The survey doesn't reveal the amount that students are wont to spend on these items during the
holidays. But for every dollar that the average student spends, the more above $2,500 will be the eventual debt
be.

Another factor that those who advocate loans conveniently ignore is that, if the Government is to finance



students through university using a loans system, it must ensure that there are the jobs available at the end of it
for them to repay their debts. With the present economic system it is highly unlikely that the market as it is will
be able to provide enough jobs for all the graduates to repay their loans from. At present the only reason
graduate unemployment is within reasonable bounds is because of the large number that go overseas.
Obviously this flow would have to stop under a loans system.

Other Problems
But even if we were to harden our hearts to the prospects of students becoming the best friends of every

finance company in the country, there are many other objections to the loans scheme. In particular it commits
students to rush out to work in New Zealand as soon as they finish their degrees. This means that the many
students who shoot off overseas for several years after graduation before "settling down" would now, if they
wished to go overseas, have to skip the country and would probably never be allowed to return. Clearly this
benefits no-one.

Other students, rather than shooting off into the wild blue yonder, become temporarily involved in a variey
of activities which have nothing to do with the vocation they have mapped out for themselves. Activities like
student politics (and student newspapers), community work to give just two examples. With a massive debt
looming overhead, few students would be able to take a year off to become involved in these often poorly paid
activities.

But as well as affecting the life-style an future aspirations of individual students, loans will have a marked
effect on the [unclear: stuture] of our Universities.

If one enters university takes out substantial loans in anticipation of gaining a well-paid job on leaving
university, what courses are likely to be favoured?

Financial considerations, for all but the very wealthy, will preclude the study of those general subjects like
English. History, Language, Philosophy. Those degrees that don't place students in a leading position in the
race to scoop up the $20,000 a year jobs are likely to be ignored.

Another form of hardship is imposed on students who want to go on to complete other degreees, second
degrees or honours degrees. According to bursary regulations many of these combinations are expected to take
five or six years to complete I haven't got around to calculating what the total debt would be at the end of such a
period, but a figure of around $6000 or $700 seems not unrealistic.

While our bursary system is riddled with anomolies, the level is wrong and the abatement iniquitous, the
concept of a "grant in aid" is far superior to one of loans. With a bursary soms students are excessively
advantaged. Under a loans system, the wealthy won't be able to live off the fat of the system, but this is done by
making poorer students suffer considerable hardship. Because of the greater flexibility it allows students in
their selection of courses, duration of study, and what they do when they leave university, students should now
be sucked in by the rhetoric of Levett and others on loans. The end result of loans [unclear: wil] be to make
tertiary education even morel [unclear: el] list and less humane than it is at present.
Peter Beach

President
This week there is a march scheduled to start from the Rankine Brown Courtyard at 12.00 on Wednesday in

support of the $9.00 a week increase in the bursary payment, as well as a new equitable reformed Tertiary
bursary. The basic issues concern the abolition of the abated bursay payments (i.e. only $19 a week for 37
weeks of the year for most students), demands an indexed increase in the bursary (in relation to the rise in the
cost of living), and the various anomalies in the bursary system. The abatement in particular should be of
interest to Victoria students as nearly 60% of us are on an abated bursary.

- there is every prospect that free entertainment will be provided.
Remember that VUWSA is not just me or the Executive, or the Student Representative Council, it is You

so bear that in mind and support your Association in pursuance of your interests - in this case an equitable
reformed bursary for all students.

Last week of course there was the Annual General Meeting of VUWSA and there was a good turn out of
students. Thank you very much for your attendance. The fact that a decent number of students turned up made
the meeting quite worthwhile even though the numbers did sink rather dramatically after 2 pm and finally
resulted in the lack of a quorum around 3 o'clock. The only questionable aspect about the meeting was the
marked lack of questions from students to last year's Executive members about their activities, and how our
Students' Association doles out approximately $6,000 a year in honoraria to Executive members, and in spite of



the fact that some past Executive members did not even turn up and present their reports on various topics (or,
in some cases did not even write such reports).

Still, it was quite amusing to see how much paper various so called 'progressive' Mao and Trot groups on
campus wasted in order to summon up opposition to various motions tabled in advance of the meeting. Some
people, it seems, have a lot of time to write a lot of verbose and mostly boring material for inclusion in their
long and copious leaflets which you and I often use for paper darts and note paper.

Well, and Onto more Serious Stuff. This year is a 'Quinquennial year' when the Government, through the
University Grants Committee decides how much the Universities are to get for the next five years.

Present indications for Victoria's quinquennial grant are extremely gloomy. This premise seems to be
confirmed by various rumblings and rumours flying around at the moment. Rumour has it that the money
supply is going to be reduced to such an extent that free entry to Universities will come to an end very quickly
with few people being able to come to Varsity unless they have at least UE regardless of whether they are over
21 or not. If this rumour proves to be true then it means a complete change from the University system as we
know it. Education at University will obviously become more and more the perogative of the select few than it
is already at the moment. Students must make it quite dear to the Government that this is not on; the principle
of equality of opportunity in all levels of education, including tertiary education, roust be adhered to.

Of particular interest to Victoria with its chronic shortages of space and accommodation problems, is the
suggestion that only $13 million will be allocated for the entire building programme for all the Universities in
New Zealand for the next five years. If this is the case, Victoria can expect its accommodation problems to
persist for many years to come.

Looking at the quinquennial grants in general, Victoria has lost out in two previous consecutive
quinquennial assessment years, so far as an adequate money supply is concerned. It is to be hoped that
Victoria's case will be recognised this time. It would seem that this point has been made effectively to the
powers that be. This is confirmed by reports from various senior Universtiy officers as well as the Minister of
Education, Mr Mery Wellington, who commented when he met the National Executive of NZUSA in
Wellington last month, that Victoria's case had been well and adequately presented by the various interested
parties.

Looking at things from Victoria's point of view, those who dole the money out to the Universities have
failed to appreciated that at least 60% of the University's total bill consists of wages and salaries, of which
roughly 80% have to be paid due to permanent staff tenure, etc. Thus the most significant cuts, when they come
(and they most surely will) will come in other areas of the Universities' activities. This is where student
representation and VUWSA comes in; as the Association must endeavour to make sure that if cuts in
expenditure are to be put into effect, that they do not unreasonably and detrimentally affect key learning
resources on campus such as the Library. For instance, individual academic departments must not be allowed to
get a prior claim to funds being made available. Hits may result in some key sector of the University being run
down, and thus affecting the University Community as a Whole, as has been allowed to happen in the past.
Andrew Tees

Joe sputnik and the mystery of favioli's father Never fear Ravioli dear friend. You'll soon befree! Hooray
But what's this? There's nothing at the end of this rope but a brick! Ravioli turned into a brick! It can't betrue!
Ah! A not! Beware of the octopus! Of course! when we went to investigate this mystery Raviolo must have
already known a lot more than he revealed. But he vecer lived long enoug to disclose his secrets.... This piece
of paper is the only clue he's left us! ....And it sounds like we could be up against a genuise bunch of
cut-throats! Anyway at least the weather isn't aganist us. Look! What a glorious day!

Top of the Week—

[unclear: ats] Get Nasty
[unclear: Well], well, the National Party power [unclear: stru-] has hit the daily press. Like every other

[unclear: ical] party. National has its full share of [unclear: gues] and conflicts, wheelings and [unclear: dea-]
The struggle between President George [unclear: man] and PM Rob Muldoon is not new; [unclear: ct] the

two have cultivated a healthy [unclear: dis-] of each other for some time.
[unclear: what] is new is that this animosity should [unclear: k] out in public. The result of astute [unclear:

news-] gering by journalists? Not likely, [unclear: Natio-has] such a long and successful record of [unclear:
ing] things close to its chest that the news [unclear: rage] of the showdown must have been [unclear: de-ately]



planned.
[unclear: The] event bears other hallmarks that [unclear: sug-] it was all very tidily planned. Most

[unclear: sig-] ant is the speed with which the [unclear: Domi-]
Council, Composed of more than 50 [unclear: le] and meeting for the first time since election came to a

unanimous decision, [unclear: rly], the extremely large number of [unclear: non-essional] party members have
made a [unclear: t] of demonstrating that they are both [unclear: y] organised and a force to be reckoned by the
parliamentary branch.

[unclear: Some] commentators have raised the [unclear: po-ity] that Chapman went public with his
[unclear: isms] in order to rally party support [unclear: be-] him. That begs the whole question, of [unclear:
se], of why a political leader with [unclear: Chap-s] experience would lay his credibility [unclear: e] line
without first knowing damn well [unclear: ad] support.

[unclear: emonstration] of the strength of [unclear: Chap-s] beloved 'grass roots' support cannot [unclear:
he] only reason for the public nature of political infighting. The possibility of [unclear: ting] party morale and
stirring flagging [unclear: ess] interest has already been aired. But should a serious breach of unity [unclear:
pro-] these reactions. The answer must be Chapman's statements are meant as a [unclear: erate] warning to the
Prime Minister his future may not be all that rosy, [unclear: nt] has in fact heard that Muldoon's came very
close to the block last week, as one thing in his favour though He, [unclear: mebody], has been remarkably
[unclear: success-i] keeping the whole parliamentary wing [unclear: e] party silent over the affair.

[unclear: Mudoon] the Liberal
[unclear: oapman's] attack on the Government [unclear: in] attack on Muldoon, and it came from [unclear:

ight] wing. Worry that Muldoon has not [unclear: ured] the tenets of free enterprise and 'self sufficiency' (as
opposed to social welfare) reveals an underlying concern that the Government is not acting properly in the
interests of the capitalist class.

Photos of George Chapman and Robert Muldoon
This concern has reared its head before: during the election with breakaway right wing candidates, as an

often overlooked theme running through Jack Marshall's periodic criticisms of the PM and in other occasional
sorties by prominent party officials. However, none of these have had much effect.

Are the accusations correct? It is true ... that over many issues Muldoon and his Ministers have appeared to
bow to the wishes of trade unions or other organised groups who object to being the whipping boys of present
policies. Sometimes this has actually happened: certainly some of the groups opposing the Government have
been able to force concessions out of it that would not otherwise have been given.

But overall the charges are unfounded. When the Government allows one particular business (or one branch
of business) to suffer, it does so in the interests of the whole class. A good example of this was provided last
year with the freezing works dispute in Southland. If the farmers' demands had been acceded to, there was a fair
chance that the industry would have collapsed. In this case, it was because the combined might of the freezing
workers' unions (with potential support from other unions) would hav been brought down on the heads of
Government, the companies and the farmers.

The Government has to live with the economic and political reality that the working class is not powerless
and will resist any heavy-handed actions to make it so. It already has the legislation to destroy the unions. It
does not have the effective support to do it. Gaining that support is a slow process. The farmers have to live
with the reality that they are not getting enough for their stock. They cannot, or at least do not, look any further.
Another example can be found in the retention of import licenses. These serve the purpose of protecting local
industries that cannot keep up with large scale competition from overseas. Their removal would mean
bankruptcies and a rapid surge in the number of unemployed. The particular branches of industry not threatened
in this way are clamouring for their removal. It won't hurt them, but it will hurt the middle range of industry
that forms a part in the economy. The licenses will be removed; it just won't happen all at once.

The Wider Context
The Government didn't cause the economic crisis, although it's policies have not helped much. The crisis

has its roots in the nature of New Zealand's capitalist economy, which is subject to vaccillations between boom
and bust. The existence of a 'freer, more competitive market economy', which is what the present critics want, is
one of the things that guarantees the busts will keep on coming along. Chapman's supporters think they see a
way out for themselves at the moment. Whether Muldoon comes round to Chapman's way of seeing things or
not doesn't really matter. Neither approach holds out much promise for the people. Their policies affect: the
people who get laid off from jobs, the people who can't protect their standards of living, the people whe serve



the interests of big business and benefit from it only inasmuch as it keeps them happy enough to go on serving
it.

Gary Cooper Rides Again
Brian Talboys hasn't been in the news much lately: he's the nice tall apparently gentle man with the slight

shake in the hands. But he hasn't disappeared altogether. We learn from the National Business Review that he
had his own pertinent comments on the watersiders' blacking of a German fishing research trawler. "It is a pity
you cannot shoot people in this country," he is supposed to have said. How long before straight talking becomes
straight shooting?
Simon Wilson

BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD I'D.....

Salient Notes
Sorry staff — for the second time in a row, we've run out of space. Anyway at least we can list the people

who did work on the issue. There were Andrew Beach, Geoff Adams, Victoria Quade, Virginia Adams,
Stephen A'Court, Kathryne Fleming, Simon Wilson, Lorraine Wilson, Kris Molloy, Helen Aikman, Mark
Wilson, Nigel Parry, Richard Riddiford, Lewis Holden, Kathy Marr, Chris Conway, Kathleen Gallagher, Alan
McArthur, Leonie Morris, Rire Scotney, Graeme Robertson and Robyn Wood.

Salient was edited by Peter Beach, published by the Victoria University of Wellington Students'
Association, Private Bag Wellington, and printed by Wanganui Newspapers Ltd, Drews Ave, Wanganui.

Bottom of the Week

Animal Farm

[unclear: Play] and the Easter Bunny
[unclear: Once] upon a time in a Faraway land lived [unclear: y] happy rabbits. All day long they [unclear:

pla-in] the green, grassy meadows where the [unclear: lways] shone. There grew in this [unclear: enchan-] and
many large and juicy carrots which the yummiest carrots that ever were. Mr and Mrs Rabbit had thier own snug
burrow where they could rear their rabbits. It was in fact the best place [unclear: in the] whole world to bring
up little bunnies.

[unclear: Indeed] it was so good that rabbits came [unclear: i] far and wide to dwell in the great green
[unclear: y] paradise where the sun always shone the carrots grew so large. The rabbits [unclear: d] themselves
on the fact that their king-was a place where all nice animals might [unclear: appy]. A few of the younger ones
thought [unclear: carrots] somewhat bland and life a bit with no foxes to hide from, but [unclear: gene-] all
were content. Content that was [unclear: un-ie] time came to choose a king.

[unclear: Since] rabbits are very tender creatures have little thought but to run and play do other things that
rabbits do they not very good at deciding how every-[unclear: g] should be done. There was, however,
[unclear: ng] the other animals of the land one [unclear: ig] who hated playing in the meadows, [unclear: as]
very good at counting and talking [unclear: ly] and other things that rulers must be [unclear: I] at, so he was
made king of the green [unclear: y] paradise where the sun always shone the carrots grew so large.

[unclear: e] was by common assent called Piggy [unclear: he] had lots of piglets who ran around and did
everything he told them. There was only one rival to Piggy but on account of his squeaky grunt no one paid him
much attention. Pigs, as everybody knows, are very greedy creatures and think much of themselve because they
are so fat and stupid. Piggy was no exception. Being larger than most pigs he loved to eat and grunt all day and
would suffer nooone else to do like-wise. He kept the piglets very busy rushing round getting food for him,
which they took from the rabbits, which Piggy said they could do because he was king.

As it happened Piggy soon grew tired of the big juicy carrots that the rabbits ate and lusted after the
scrumptious chocolate that grew in lands beyond the seas where the big black foxes lived. Foxes being very
smart and rather partial to little bunnies would only let Piggy have the chocolate if he sacrificed some of his



little bunnies and gave them to them. Now Piggy thought this was a very good idea for actually he hated the
little rabbits and was very very hungry for the scrumptious chocolate.

As time passed, Piggy grew fonder and fonder of the chocolate as did the big black foxes for the bunnies.
The rabbits became very unhappy for Piggy was pressing them for more and more sacrifices and soon they
would have no young bunnies left. They decided that they must go and see Piggy but when they got there the
piglets turned them away and said that if Piggy stopped eating chocolates he would surely die and threatened to
feed them all to the big black foxes if they disobeyed.

This made the rabbits even more sad and they brooded in their burrows all day long. Finally one wise old
rabbit thought of the Easter Bunny. "Oh Easter Bunny" he prayed, "we are so miserable that all our bunnies are
being gobbled up by the big black foxes because Piggy is so fat and greedy. What can we do?" When he heard
the wise old rabbit's prayer, the Easter Bunny was very angry. How dare the nasty, wicked pig trade all the little
bunnies to the big black foxes for them to cat. The Easter Bunny paced up and down in his great white warren
where all Easter Bunnies had lived since time began thinking how he might punish the bad pig. After many
hours he came up with a marvellous idea and hurried off to the big chamber where all the Easter eggs were
made.

It was approaching the time of year that all young rabbits dream of, when the Easter Bunny comes and
delivers a lovely big Easter egg to every good rabbit. Piggy too was very excited and had already made plans
for his piglets to collect all the eggs before the bunnies found them so that he could eat all of them. When at last
the big day came, the piglets duly left early in the morning to steal" all the eggs.

Meanwhile Piggy sat in his castle wondering whether there would be 100 or 102 Easter eggs as he couldn't
quite remember how many bunnies there were left. Suddenly, down the chimney popped a huge Easter egg,
much bigger than he had ever seen before. The sight so pleased Piggy that he uttered a rare squeal of delight
and immediately started to devour it. The more he ate, however, the bigger the egg became. When he saw this
Piggy was even more happy for he truly loved Easter eggs. After many hours of gobbling and guzzling the egg
was still growing but Piggy, who like all pigs prided himself on his ability to eat everything within range of his
snout, was determined to finish. He ate and ate and ate and ate and ate and ate some more but although he got
fatter and fatter the magic Easter egg grew even faster than he could eat it. Finally Piggy became so large that
he was indistingusable from the Easter egg. Indeed he consumed so much that he was more chocolate than pig.

Whilst Piggy his vast supper the remaining bunnies who were very angry at having their Easter eggs stolen
gathered outside the castle. From within could be heard grunting and groaning as Piggy doggedly ate on. This
made them so angry that they stormed the castle where they beheld a most fantastic sight. Piggy had merged
with the Easter egg into one huge chocolate mass. Before you could say Jack Rabbit they gobbled the whole
chocolate yummy and Piggy was seen no more. "Oh Easter Bunny you have delivered us" they said, and, from
then on they lived happy ever after.

The moral of this story? We thought of several....."Never count your bunnies before your Easter Eggs
hatch" or "All good bunneis are essentially punk" or even "Send your Piggy an Easter egg now" but I am sure
you can think of a lot better so send your ideas into Salient now. The prize for the wittiest, an Easter Egg (a big
hollow one).
Richard Riddiford Lewis Holden

So that's an AGM eh!
This year's AGM, held last Wednesday in the Union Hall, could well represent a watershed so far as the

constant attacks on basic freedoms (such as democracy and freedom of speech) staged by our president go.
AGM's are held (appropriately enough) once a year, and are the places where the budget for the coming

year is presented, outgoing members of the exec, make their reports, and any constitutional amendments are
discussed.

At this meeting, there was certainly no paucity of constitutional amendments. However, many of these
"amendments' were contrary to both the spirit and the letter of the constitution, that a complete redrafting of the
constitution would have been more appropriate than mere amendments. The motions I am referring to are ones
calling for the editor of Salient to be elected by SRC, for VUWSA to have no policy on abortion, and for
VUWSA to have no policy on foreign affairs.

Significantly, all these motions (in common with every motion at this AGM) were moved or seconded by
the President of the same association that these motions would seek to curtail so severely. Tees has obviously
forgotten that his job is to protect the rights of students and to ensure that their wished are carried out. All has
been crushed by his desire to vanquish his critics and to further his own views. But perhaps I am running ahead
of myself, and should start at the beginning.



Due no doubt to the intense lobbying carried out prior to the meeting by a large number of interested
groups, there was a very large crowd gathered at the Union Hall (although various old-timers in the crowd were
heard to mutter "This is nothing compared to the good old days'). As is customary in such gatherings, once
apologies, minutes and matters arising had been dispatched, we got on to the annual reports.

High-ho Silver and Away
This point is particularly important when one regards the report of our secretary, John Hebenton. When he

finally deigned to arrive at the meeting, he was spectacularly unimpressive. He lambasted last year's
Association for its missed chances in such fields as the General Election. When asked the reasonable enough
question why he didn't do his job and ensure that there were election speakers here, he said that he didn't have
the time — and then gave his last year's exam marks as proof.

If that was the case, why the hell did he stand in the first place? And, even more mysterious, why did he
stand this year? He cheerfully admitted that he didn't have the time to do the job this year — stage three
zoologists are so busy you know. 'I would willingly hand over to anyone who could do a better job' said John,
and with scarcely a pause for breath that he only stood for the position because no-one else did, and he though it
would be better to have a bad secretary than no secretary at all. While this touching emotion doubtless makes
Zebenton a leading contender for canonisation, it doesn't explain why he felt obliged to stand for three positions
this year. Hebenton seems to be eager for the honour and the glory (not to mention the honararium), but doesn't
want to stand up to the responsibilities his big hearted gesture has brought him.

The first report to be presented was also the longest and the most wide ranging. It was that of last year's
President, Lindy 'Hopping along for the last time' Cassidy. Although Lindy's report covered such diverse things
as the national economy, unemployment and the Catering Service, the overwhelming thing that came through in
both her written and spoken reports was that exec. members and SRC representatives must accept the
responsibility of their jobs and assume a leading and guiding role in student affairs. To quote her written report;
it is a truism to say that the Student's Association can only be as effective as its membership but there is of
course the other aspect - that of leadership. Leadership in our Association must be provided not only by the the
Executive, but also by the various SRC officers'. These qualities she said were absent from too many officers
last year. The corollary of this is worth mentioning. We must observe our elected officers this year carefully
and ensure they are doing the jobs they are elected to do.

Stephen Underwood, last year's treasurer gave his report and the prospects he gave were mildly optimistic.
The main problems were catering, NZUSA and STB. In 1977, catering profits were $18,000. Last year they
were down to $1,900. Fundamental changes will be required to reverse the down-hill trend. The impending
negotiations with the University over Union financing will be of vital importance to the Association and it is
essential that a satisfactory agreement be reached.'

NZUSA and Student Travel Bureau Ltd. were 'a cause of concern during the year. The solution of the
problems of these two organisations lies in debt reconstruction and strong management. STB Ltd. has
reorganised in association with the Bank of New Zealand and the future looks promising.'

This was Stephen's last report as a member of the Executive. He has been involved in student affairs for
many years and has been a source of inspiration and advice to many of the more inexperienced members of the
Exec. As recognition of his work for Victoria he was voted by the meeting a life member of VUWSA.' The
unanimous support for this motion is a measure of the respect that Stephen has, and of the debt of gratitude
VUWSA owes him.

The other officers tabled their reports, but it was left to the Accomodation Officers to provide the
controversy. One of them made suggestions that were helpful and constructive, the other launched into a tirade
as stupid as it was embarrassing.

"Is the Association a threat to these people?"
Kevin Callinicos said that with officers accountable to SRC's often contradictory instructions, a certain

amount of efficiency is sacrificed to democracy. He suggested that we must try and find the balance between
democracy and efficiency.

Ian McElwee, after accepting totally unwarranted credit for making the staff creche a reality, launched into
a tirade against the other members of the Exec. We were informed that last year's Exec was dominated by lefty
politicos whose only concern was politics, and trying to perpetuate their own little clique. Apparently good
Exec members "do their jobs and keep their mouths shut.' Well, well, well.

And then, dearly beloved, it was time to discuss this year's budget. A call to amend this document was
immediately forthcoming. Only $500 was budgeted for implementing SRC policy, a figure that has not
increased for several years. A motion that SRC receive $1,000 was tabled and passed. The other bone of
contention was the cultural affairs budget of $5,500. This is the money that finances most of the clubs on



campus, and was deemed by the meeting to be too small. The cultural life around this place is going through a
boom period at the moment, and it is is hoped to send several acts down to the arts festival in Christchurch. The
budgetry allowance was increased to $7,500, and that was that.

The First of the Motions
Tees then abandoned the chair and spoke on the first motion (moved Tees/Stainthorpe):
That Schedule No. 3C 2(c) be amended to delete the word 'editor' in specific reference to Salient the

VUWSA newspaper, and that (e) be added to read as follows: —
(e) The Salient Editor each year shall be elected by SRC in the third term of the previous year and if a

vacancy shall occur for the position of Editor of Salient at any time during the year the SRC shall elect a new
editor at least thirty (30) days of the position becoming vacant, the publication board retaining power to appoint
an interim student newspaper Editor of Salient if it becomes necessary or if the vacancy occurs during the
vacation.'

The arguments against this motion were covered at length in last week's Salient so I will not go into them,
especially as the motion never came up for discussion. The Association's lawyers, who must be consulted
whenever a change to the constitution is being considered, had written to Mr Tees saying that while there was
nothing wrong with the idea of the motion, it's wording was unacceptable. Andrew was, unaccountably reticent
about why he was withdrawing the motion, and it was only with difficulty that he was persuaded to, actually
read out the letter.

This sent Andrew into a bad case of the sulks, and he mumbled his way through the next motions. 'That the
position of accommodation officer be abolished and be replaced by a welfare officer on the executive.' and That
this Annual General Meeting does formally abolish the position of SRC Welfare Officer duly elected by SRC,
effective immediately.' The Association has now moved pretty much out of owning flats, rendering the
Accommodation Officer to a large degree redundant. Under these circumstances, it makes more sense to
amalgamate the Accommodation Officer's duties into the new position which would have far broader interests
and powers These motions were passed, as was the next one:

That the VUWSA Constitution, Part E S.l (1) be amended to include the following:
(d) Every person who is an internal student at the clinical school of Medicine in Wellington under the

University of Otago and further that under Part F, (3) be added the following:
(3) That all internal students attending the Clinical School of Medicine in Wellington, notwithstanding their

current membership of Otago University Students' Association, shall be members of VUWSA on payment of an
annual subscription of $4.00 to be paid into the Association's general account.

"I didn't know you cared"
Photo of a man with his hands on his hips

SRC Attacked
The next motions attacked students' democratic right to say what they like at SRCs. The first was

That VUWSA have no Policy on Abortion
Tees, in his mover's speech, took the line that it was ridiculous for VUWSA to have policy on this issue. On

this topic, which he described as one of moral and religious viewpoint, opinion in this university is as divided
as anywhere else. Rather than alienate a large group of people we should have no policy.

The naivete and short sightedness of this point of view was pointed out by a large number of people who
spoke against the motion. Significantly, these speakers came from both sides of the fence.

The implication behind this motion is that SRC is not representative. Yet SRC is the voice of the students,
to which all students are able, indeed encouraged to go. All this motion would have done would be to place
students under an enforced silence. If students genuinely do not want to discuss abortion, then all they have to
do is throw it out whenever the matter is raised at an SRC. This has never happened people obviously want to
discuss the matter.

The democracy we have at this university is something that we should all be very grateful for, but if this
motion had been passed, perhaps it would signify that we don't deserve such a system. I am pleased to be able
to report that the motion was convincingly defeated.

The following motion, seconded by Tees, was
That VUWSA has no International policy on foreign affairs except that relating specifically to overseas

students.
The mover of this motion, a certain Mr Broad, was not present at this stage of the meeting, and it was an



interesting comment on the strength of Tees' convictions that he refused to move this motion himself.
It is worthwhile to ponder what Tees' motives were for putting forward these motions. If they had been

passed, they would have severely restricted the freedom of speech of students; it is not scare-mongering to say
they would have spelled the end of democracy in this university.

It is fitting that this article finished with the words of Lindy Cassidy, who said in her report to the meeting
that "it is important that this year's executive be reminded that the are representatives of you, not of
themselves."
Andrew Beach

Getting the Loan Down

[unclear: Bursaries] Forum
The Bursaries Forum held in the Union [unclear: I] last Tuesday was well attended, although [unclear:

haps] not well attended as it should have [unclear: n] considering the importance of the [unclear: Bur-]
question. There were four speakers; Alan Levett of anti-bursary fame, John [unclear: ris] - Labour Education
spokesman, [unclear: a] Holstead, from the Student Teachers [unclear: ociation] of New Zealand (STANZ) and
[unclear: nt] Liddell from NZUSA.

[unclear: Levett] on the Economy
While Mr Levett did not really talk about bursaries, he was responsible for most of debate. Levett proposed

that bursaries replaced by a system of loans and that [unclear: h] a loan system would be an improve-[unclear:
t] of the current Bursary system. Levett [unclear: f] course entitled to his own opinion but [unclear: won] few
converts amongst those at the [unclear: am] and roused the animosity of of majority. [unclear: h] of what he
said sounded reasonable his conclusions regarding a loan system [unclear: r] Bursaries just didn't follow.

Before we get onto bursaries, Levett said must look at the NZ economy; and the Government spending,
look at it not just as sent students but as future policy [unclear: ma-s]. Does it work? Is it fair? Look at the pose
of Government spending. What [unclear: uld] happen says Levett is that the [unclear: Go-ment] should "not
only spend where it [unclear: ks] and is fair but to promote initiative." [unclear: ording] to Levett money spent
on Bur[unclear: es] does not promote initiative but encou-[unclear: d] dependency. This was not in any way
[unclear: stantiated], Levett just stated it as a fact.

Using the argument that any economist asked about New Zealand would say we are not enterprising
enough and what we do with our money must be [unclear: ncourage] initiative and discourage [unclear:
de-jdency], Levett proceeded to attack [unclear: stu-ts], health services and farmers. Now [unclear: ne] of what
he said did make sense [unclear: parti-irly] in the area of big business and ex— [unclear: t] incentives, he
quoted a case of a New [unclear: Zealand] company that imports steel from [unclear: traiia] and resells it in the
Pacific for a [unclear: er] price and is dependent upon [unclear: Govern-it] subsidies to realize profit. Now
thats [unclear: al] ripoff, to propose that money spent Student Bursaries is anywhere near either [unclear: t]
scale or even type of misuse of money [unclear: diculous].

Some of Levett's claims about over [unclear: sub-es] to farmers also seemed to have some foundation, but
his attack on health spending on the grounds that there has been no drastic improvement in lifespan or societal
health do not appear to be justified.

Levett on Education Spending
His attack on education spending was even less cohesive, the fact that the proportion of Government

spending on Education has doubled from 6% to 12% was somehow implied to mean too much was being spent
on education. Then the fact that less was spent on primary than on tertiary education was brought forward as a
conclusive argument against the bursary system. Of course more attention needs to be paid to primary
education but not at the cost of some other aspects of education.

Drawing of a graduate receiving education debt
There was element of contradiction in Levett's arguments; on one hand he seemed to be saying it was the

fault of the bursaries that there was a declining proportion of students with working class backgrounds at
university and then he said that monetary considerations play a very small part in class access to universtiy.
Levitt also brought up the example of a timber mill worker who suffers comparative disadvantage all his life
relative to the student who is comparatively advantaged. It was difficult to know what he wanted—all



timbermill workers to become students, all students to become timbermill workers or students to cry me a culpa
for their comparative advantage.

Levett definitely had a point when he said that New Zealand looses a third of its Medical Graduates
overseas each year, and this represents a large investment loss, but he had no reply when someone cried out that
there weren't enough jobs for their here.

Levett's view of education as a commodity was not at all popular, especially as he proposed that students
suffer the cost directly. It is difficult to see how such a system will promote initiative it is more likely to
promote a dependence of a particular kind - on money and getting it as quickly as possible.

Levett did not take into account future contributions of students to society at all. As tax payers (if they get
jobs) students do in fact return money to the system. There is a need for a serious look at Education at all levels
but whatever changes are necessary should not come about at cost to the student Why Levett thinks making the
lot of the students more difficult will substantially improve our economy is something only known to him.

The Labour Party Divides
John Terris compared the loans systems to one of bonding and said that the Labour party was not in favour

of any form of bonding. The formal Labour Party Policy on Education was "all people must have the same free
access to education regardless of sex, race or social economic status!! He then went on to say that he/they (the
Labour Party) considered the existing Bursary insufficient and supported the $9 increase as well as believing
that the bursary could be generally improved. Changes in the standard of living will continue to disadvantage
students unless the Bursary is tied to some index.

Terris also expressed concern for married students, single income families, students who live within the 20
mile radius but many spend a disproportionate amount of time travelling eg. Lower and Upper Hutt. These and
other anomalies all need to be realized and remedied. It was also necessary to look at the bursary level in
relation to student unemployment. There was no system to protect students from external economic problems,
like unemployment. Extra income for low income students should be considered.

The Labour Party was, Terris said, researching present student needs and saw the necessity of being
flexible, part of which involved being in liason with student leaders. This all sounded very good but as a
question from the floor put it "Has the Labour Party actually committed itself?" The answer is "no". Between
elections it is easy to make general statements about what should happen but what really will happen after an
election if there has been no actual committment is another thing again. Terris strove to assure the audience that
it there would be changes made to the bursary system and there was great concern for existing conditions.
When asked whether students were not privileged he replied that it was the right of students to be educated to
the level they wished or could reach.

Support from STANZ
Iona Holstead from the Student Teachers Association said that they supported the bid for a higher bursary

and the need for the bursary to be indexed. She disagreed with Levett's view of people in terms of productivity.
While some students make money and others none there was still a contribution to society. The tendency to
cutback on social welfare, health and education in times of economic crisis was extremely short sighted not
anticipating future problems and needs.

It is the state's obligation to allow students to go to university. If a reasonable bursary is not seen as part of
this obligation fewer and fewer students will be able to attend. If this $9 increase is not granted it is the
beginning of the end. Holstead concluded her speech with a reiteration of student teacher support "support us
when we need it, we support you". Her last point was that money saved on one area of education will not go to
other education areas.

Problems with Loans
The last speaker, Grant Liddell, said that Levett ignored the faults of the loan system. There were problems

when it came to paying back the loans resulting from different incomes of different professions, conflict of
interest; new family, marriage, house. In countries with loan systems many students changed names or left the
country / area to avoid repayment.

Levett's implication that students only supported the bursary system because it was the existing one was not
true. NZUSA and other student groups give a great deal of scrutiny to other means of financing students. It is
their belief that bursaries do work and are fair in their attempts to make education possible and place people on
an equal footing.

Liddell also said students do have a de facto commitment to society as future tax payers as well as



contributions as individuals.
But Liddell said if students want to see the $9 increase and improvements to the bursary system they must

get up and do something. The $9 raise has a low priority and unless students demonstrate that they are prepared
to act for the increase they will not get it.

March April 11!
Victoria Quade

New Zealand Students Arts Council
NEW ZEALAND STUDENTS ARTS COUNCIL New Zealand Students ARTS FESTIVAL 5th-12th May,

1979 University of Canterbury STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY PRIVATE
BAG. CHRISTCHURCH

The New Zealand Students Arts Council is holding in Christchurch from May 5th to May 12, 1979, a
National Students Arts Festival. Situated on the University of Canterbury campus the Festival will spill over
into the city of Christchurch, and will try to involve the public as much as possible.

All areas of the arts will be represented under the five broad caregories of Performing arts, Music, Screen
Arts, Visual arts and Fringe arts. Also opening day / fete incorporating a market will be held.

As well as student arts groups, both public and individual performers will be involved in the festival. Such
a festival provides a unique opportunity for the expression of arts forms not otherwise seen at the traditional
"city festivals", and the organisers invite the participation of interested groups or individuals. If you are a group
that is interested in participating at the Festival, could you please leave names, contact numbers and a brief
rundown of the activity in which you would be interested in participating at the Studass Office.

So far, two flights - at a discount rate - have been laid on from Wellington and details are available from the
Student Travel Bureau. It is also planned to run buses from Picton, and details should be finalised within a
week.

Dido and Aeneas
Purcell's opera, Dido and Aeneas, will be performed during the first two days of the festival. This in itself is

a significant event in that opera is very rarely performed in this country, and it is the policy of the Queen
Elizabeth II Arts Council to actively encourage the re-establishment of opera in New Zealand. The opera has
attracted the interest of Radio New Zealand, and there is a possibility that it will be recorded for radio
broadcast.

The production will be of a very high standard, and it is hoped that former principles of the New Zealand
Opera performing.

The opera is an expensive undertaking requiring large numbers of professional performers and involves
high technical costs. This is the first time that an opera of this size has been performed on any New Zealand
campus.

For further information contact:

The Festival Director,
C/- University of (Canterbury Students'
Association,
Private Bag,
Ilam,
Christchurch.

Or

Patrick O'Dea,
Campus Organiser,
Victoria University.

Registration Tickets



Tickets for the Festival will be available from Studass office between the hours of 12 and 2 pm this week.
They will cost $15 for students and $20 for non-students. No ID, no $15 ticket. This year there is only a limited
number of tickets, so it is essential that you book ahead. It will be no good if you turn up in Christchurch
expecting tickets to be still available, as they might not be.

Students v ECON
Thousands of students are instructed each year in such a way that they are lead to perceive the economy as

satisfying, efficient and perfectly viable, just so long as the "market" is the principle a11ocative device and the
government implements those "limited" technical policy measures necessary to ensure stability. But are these
principles relevant in today's economies? It seems that many eminent economists think not. Students in the
ECON 101 class wanted to hear more of these "alternative" theories, and it appears that they may be in with a
chance.

The Great Debate
In Econ 101, Tuesday April 3, a debate arose, due to Mr Bob Stephen's statement in the previous lecture

that parts of economics, as he currently teaches it, are based on a fallacious argument about the relationship of
price and returns on capital. But, he said, it would be unrealistic for Economics 101 to study alternative
methods of economics.

In the morning debate, Stephens launched into a laborious defence of the course for 20 minutes, then called
for debate from the floor. Several students vociferously attacked his points. Stephens, flailing, called on Prof.
Bertram (perched on the top of the stairs), who lept to his feet, expounded, then raced down the stairs to where
he and Stephens planted themselves firmly behind the desk, and proceded to glare at the class, draw diagrams,
and attempt to prove their innocence. In closing, Bertram liberally commended the debate, and condemned
those few who moaned "boring!"

That afternoon Stephens was more prepared for the other class, and expounded for 30 minutes, Bertram
once again aided in the defence, and there was a vote — 60% (approx) for an introduction of alternative
theories, and 20% (approx) against. Bertram immediately took offence with "but it is impossible" (so much for
his previous liberal sympathies). However, it was 4.00pm so everyone left, confident that Stephens would act
true to his word, and attempt to implement the decision.

WELL! NOW THE KNOW, THE STUDENTS POINT OF VIEW WE CAN RETURN TO THE
PROBLEM

Thursday morning - a gentleman expounded for a couple of minutes, Stephens expounded for 10 minutes,
then there was a vote — 65% (approx) for ; 20% against. The proposal - that there be tutorials and lectures on
alternative theories (Institutionalise Marxists, Political Economists), and that the neoclassical model be more
intensively questioned.

Bob Stephens implied that, after consultation with other Econ 101 lectures, he would adhere to the majority
decision.

Defects in the Present Course
The economic technique presently taught in Economics 101, neoclassical Keynesian economics, is

currently under heavy criticism from economists throughout the world (notably John K. Galbraith, - along with
others with more radical solutions), for the following reasons:
• Irrelevance - that it ignores power, and the existence of conflict between different interests.
• Narrow Scope - it narrowly focuses on problems of allocative efficiency and stability. And doesn't

recognize historical time and the interaction of social, political, and economic forces.
• Ideological Bias - if idealizes the free market economy' with myths of unlimited wants, consumer

sovereignity, and competition, yet claims to present an objective, scientific view point.
• Inconsistency - ports of the neoclassical theory' are based on a circular argument about the relationship of

price and returns on capital.
The basic danger implicit in the Keynesian theory they intended to propound so thoroughly is this "When

the modern corporation acquires power over the market, power in the community, power in the state, power
over belief, it is a political but not in kind, from the state. To hold otherwise........ is not merely to avoid reality.
It is to disguise the reality. The victims of that disguise are those that instruct in error." (J. K. Galbraith)
K. Gallagher



From the Courts
WELL! NOW WE KNOW THE STUDENTS' POINT OF VIEW WE CAN RETURN TO THE

PROBLEM
A solo mother appeared in Court for the first time last week. She was convicted and fined by Mr Jame, SM,

on charges relating to the obtaining of two duplicate benefit cheques by misleading the Social Welfare
department into believing she had not received the originals in the mail; she cashed both the originals and the
duplicates The woman, who is 31 years old, said she needed the money to feed and clothe her children.

The police prosecutor, after stating the facts of the case, added, in the normal officous mariner, that the
police were particularly concerned at the rise of this sort of crime over the past year. No doubt he hoped that
with this stunning admission the defendant would be harshly dealt with as a deterrent to potential offenders of
this nature. The defendant was given a moderate fine and ordered to pay compensation for the amount illegally
acquired.

The concern the police have in this matter should be held also by the rest of the community though of
course not for the same reason. This offence is a clear indication of the difficulty of just surviving in the case of
people such as the defendant under the economic conditions prevalent under the present Government.

The defendant was a first offender and at the age of 31 with one or more children it could hardly he said
that she was the 'Criminal' sort. In fact I believe the woman would not have made the decision lightly but was
probably forced to out of desperation following recent price rises in basic household commodities. Such price
rises are of no consequence to those in Government who instigate them and are protected by big fat salaries at
the expense of the public.

The only answer to preventing offence of this nature is to get rid of the so caff 'financial wizards' in
Parliament and find someone who can return the price of neccesities to amounts which fit the public's pocket,
and not for the information of the police prosecutor, by attempting to impose harsh financial burdens in the
manner of fines. If the woman could afford such fines the wouln't have committed the offence in the first place
No doubt the offender most be dealt with but the root of the problem is the present Government.

In Auckland last week, a 27 year old man employed as a carpenter at a high school, was remanded in
custody on a charge relating to the selling of two sticks of cannabis to an undercover policewoman who posed
as an adult students Mr Maxwell, SM, said he was considering imposing a prison sentence and that the
defendant was taking advantage of a school situation to flog off a narcotic.

The transaction occured at a Glen Eden Tavern and the defendant said he did not sell drugs but was doing
the policewoman a favour.

Because of the harsh penalty the magistrate is considering in this matter it is apparent that be assumes that
the defendant has been selling cannabis to younger students at the school. This is a possible conclusion.
However it is also possible that what the defendant says is true and if he does sell to students at school why
would he bother to arrange a meeting in a Tavern. Either way the judicial system can mark up another victim of
repressive law and in meantime any of you who are living contrary to the manner which the law dictates watch
out for amateurs playing at 'Starsky & Hutch'.
Chris Conway

International Students Congress

History
The first Overseas Students Congress (after 1977 it was resumed International Students Congress) was held

in 1971 in a remote camp site near Picton. Since then, it was held biennually, Lincoln College and Auckland
was the respective host for the 1973 and 1975 Congress.

1977
The Congress, which was held at Victoria University Students Union, was more dynamic and successful

than the previous congress. There were a lot of changes in the activities of overseas students. The events that
emerged from the Congress were:
• Overseas Students Congress should be renamed as International Students Congress in future. The reason

for the change was to include a wider spectrum of participants by replacing the word Overseas, with



'International', it means that Fiji, Phillipines. Singapore. Malaysian students etc, can take part in the
Congress to foster a cordial friendship, better understanding, free discussion and exchange knowledge.

• It was also decided that ISC should be an annual event.
• The formation of National Overseas Students' Action Committee (NOSAO was one of the most important

aspects of the Congress. It consists of one National Coordinator, one Accountant/Secretary, one
representative from each campus and the President of NZUSA (ex-officio). The main priority of NOSAC
then was to launch a campaign to fight the cutback of overseas students through the concerted effort and
determination of both local and overseas students. The campaign was very successful to refute most of
the myths spread about cutting back the numbers of o'seas students.

1978
There were several hundred students who participated in this Congress which was held in the University of

Canterbury Students Union in Christchurch.
The theme of the 1978 ISC was "Friend Ship. Understanding and Unity"
The programmes ranging from photographic exhibition, social evening to forums, workshops etc.
A grand cultural concert was held incorporating various cultural items contributed by both local and

overseas students. The audience of 500 were entertained by items like choirs, folk dances. Maori action songs
and dances, sketches, street theatre and musical performances. Some of the performances were not very far off
from professional standard.

Sports, scenic tours of Christchurch, slides and films were organised to have a balance of both physical
exercise and mental thinking.

Forums were organised to discuss the welfare problems of overseas students, the problems of Maori people
in today's New Zealand society, woman in the Third World. In the work-shop session, groups were organised.
The topics wre multinational companies, role of Religion in Development. Green Revolution and Food
Products etc, and the students were urged to participate in those subjects which they are interested. Alot of
participants were very enthusiastic to bring out their own view point and there was a good atmosphere of
discussion.

1979
Well, what does this year's Congress have to offer? The tentative program will be as follows:
If any students have any valuable suggestion on the programmes, we will be very happy to consider it. So

please do not keep it to yourself.
Transport, food and accommodation will be arranged for any participants.
The success of this Congress entirely depends on all you students So if you like to see the interest of

Overseas Students discussed, then come and make it well-effort successful Congress.
See you in Auckland.
Anybody interested, please ring M. Khor phone '58-099.

NOSAC (Wellington)

[unclear: News] From M'sia & S'pore

[unclear: ter] Tempo for Third Malaysian Plan
[unclear: The] Malaysian Government is stepping [unclear: ne] pace of development in the last two

[unclear: s] the Third Malaysia Plan. It will [unclear: d] M$13.2 billion in the next two years [unclear: pared]
to the M$11.8 billion spend [unclear: du-] the first three years. The original [unclear: allo-on] for the Plan was
M$ 18.6 billion. But [unclear: eview] tabled in Parliament this after—[unclear: n] shows public expenditure
revised to [unclear: 2.1] billion, an increase of 73%. With [unclear: 1.8] billion of the original allocation
al[unclear: y] spent, M$20.3 billion is left to be [unclear: t] this year and next.

[unclear: However], allowing for shortfalls in [unclear: im-lientation], the actual total expenditure
[unclear: pected] to be about M$25 billion, [unclear: lea-] a balance of M$13.2 billion. Of the revised
allocation, about 67% is for economic sector, 17.4% for social [unclear: ser-] 11.8% for defence and internal
[unclear: se-y], and 3.8% for general administration.

[unclear: The] review report says the expenditure [unclear: imated] to raise public investment by [unclear:
a] per annum in real terms against the [unclear: t] of 6.2%. The bulk of the [unclear: expendi-] will be financed



by domestic [unclear: borro-] External loans will provide only [unclear: t] 18.6% of the requirements.
[unclear: The] government's current revenue in [unclear: e] two years is to grow by nine per cent per

annum, with direct taxes increasing by 15.9% and contributing nearly 38% of the total. The growth in direct tax
revenue is due to the enlarged tax base as well as revenue from petroleum production.

While considering progress was made in implementing land development projects, this was partly offset by
shortfalls in the implementation of in-situ projects. Major factors included the inability of the State Government
to provide supporting staff and facilities for the agricultural subsidy programmes and the inability of fisherman
to contribute towards the initial capital cost under the fisherman subsidy scheme.

The higher rubber prices and encumbrances associated with land titles inhibited the progress of rubber
replanting schemes, while the high input cost and inadequate labour and access roads retarded pineapple
replanting efforts.

The report says that despite concerted efforts by the public sector agencies to accelerate development in
less-developed states, their overall expenditure performance was below expectations because of limited
absorptive capacity.

Preliminary estimates indicate that the expenditure in Kedah. Kelantan and Perlis averaged about 10% of
the allocation. The low achievement reflects the problems associated with efforts by poor states to embark upon
a significantly larger development programme in the face of administrative constraints in the implementation
machinery of these states.

(The Star 20.3.79)

Subversion of New Economic Policy
Allegations to attempt to subvert the New Economic Policy (NEP) were contained in a report to the

Supreme Council submitted jointly the Labour Bureau and Youth Section of UMNO (United Malaysia National
Organisation), the dominant partner in the ruling National Front government.

According to Haji Suhaimi Haji Kamaruddin, who is both chairman of the UMNC Labour Bureau and the
national leader of UMNO Youth, they had looked into 15 aspects of the implementation of the NEP, which is
designed to transfer 30% of the ownership of commerce and industry into Malay hands by 1990.

Firstly, there was little transfer of technological skills from the expatriates to local employees, especially
bumiputras. "The big organisations were happier to import foreign experts to run their industries rather than
train the local workers," he said.

"We are very concerned about this matter, and it is happening in at least 6 of the biggest electronic
component organisations in the country." "Secondly, Haji Suhaimi criticised firms which appointed bumiputra
executives for window dressing without giving them executive power. Finally he said that UMNO was very
concerned about shares allocated to bumiputras falling in to the hands of non-bumiputras.

(Ref. NST 1.2.79, 7.2.79)

No MAS Flights to UK and Australia
As the MAS (Malaysian Air Line System) resumes normal services, international flights to Australia and

England remain suspended. Rights to Europe go only to as far as Frankfurt, West Germany. Air workers in
these boycotting airports refused to handle MAS flights in response to a call made by the ITWF (Internal
Transport Workers Federation) to protest against the Malaysian government detention of the ITWF Asian
representative Mr Donald Uren, and the deportation from Malaysia of its visiting Secretary Mr Johann Hauf.
The ITWF and the local Malaysian union have persistently called on the Malaysian government to release Mr
Donald Uren.

Since the MAS workers industrial action which began on December 5, 1978, 213 workers had been
suspended by the management, and 22 active trade unionists arrested under ISA. Of the 213 suspended, 90 had
been dismissed and 45 reinstated, and the rest are appearing before the Board of Inquiry. Contrary to the
expectation of the government, the MAS workers are not cowed by either the arrests or by the presence of
troops in Port Klang and at the Subang International Airport. As one trade unionist put to the Feer, "The
Malaysian economy depends on the movement of our primary products around the world, we can be thrown
into jail, but you cannot force anyone to unload our exports under any law in the world."

The events surrounding the MAS industrial action point to the direct intervention of the government at all
levels. Even though the government, may have tried to justify its action, if the MAS union action was illegal,
why did the government not take out a court injunction to stop it?

(Ref. NST Feer)
Map of Malaysia



Drawing of two people with wine and a small child
STUDENT DISCOUNT 33 1/3 % OFF National Semiconductor SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR National

Semiconductor calculators are a product of the National Semiconductor Corporation, USA., and incorporate the
latest developments of United States semiconductor technology. This special student offer is made possible by
our status as direct importers. MODEL 4660: • Displays 10 Mantissa Digits 2-Digit Exponent (Calculates to
12-digits internally for accuracy.) • Algebraic Logic Permits entry of calculation as you say it • Two level
Parentheses Imperative for direct entry of complex equations • Three Separate Addressable Accumulating
Memories Lets you do far more calculating, tar less writing down • Trigonometric Functions sine, cosine,
tangent, and the inverse trig functions • Mode Selection Angular calculations can be made in Degrees Radians
or Grads • Rectangular/Polar Co-ordinates • Degrees Minutes Seconds/Decimal Degrees. • Logarithmic
Functions Log 10x Ln. ex • Scientific Notation or Floating Point Decimal System Handles numbers as large as
10** with reformating capability from one system to the other • Statistical Functions £ + and £ - keys sum x. x.
and n Lets you calculate Mean and Standard Deviation adding to and subtracting from the summations at will
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Canadian Workers : the Meat in the Sandwich
Recently an ex-NZUSA officer returned from some years in Canada, As Canada has many similarities with

New Zealand - a second world country dominated by the USA, yet facing overtures from the USSR, a country
facing a severe economic crisis, a country in which racial minorities suffer grave oppression and a country
which is suffering under a government which is attempting to solve its problems through squashing the working
class. Salient sent repoter Leonie Morris and her tape recorder to conduct an interview. Below are the fruits of
her labours.

Can you tell us something about the economic crisis in Canada - when it began to deepen and what effect it
has on the lives of the Canadian people?

It really began to deepen around 1974-75 - as it did in New Zealand too and at the present time we can see
something of the effects of the crisis by looking at the rate of unemployment, which is around 8.3% —that's the
official figure; in fact it is much higher. That is one million Canadian workers out of work, and in some parts of
the country, especially what's called the maritimes to the east, unemployment is around 20-30% or even higher.
That is one effect.

Another is the quickly rising rate of inflation which is now around 9% and in the last twelve months the
cost of basics such as food has increased by up to 20%. At the same time in the first 9 months of 1978 company
profits increased by 21 % overall and some sectors such as the retail industry increased by up to 83%. You can
see that on one hand the Canadian people are being hit hard with unemployment and inflation. On the other
hand the Canadian Capitalists are clearly benefiting.

What is the actual nature of the economic crisis? Obviously the crisis is more severe than in New Zealand.
Like the crisis in New Zealand, it is deep-rooted in the nature of the capitalist system itself. Basically it is a

crisis of over production. With the drive of the capitalists for profit, production is stepped up. At the same time
however, they try to keep the wages of the workers as low as possible to maximise their profits. The result is
that workers are unable to afford to buy these products. This causes over production, leads to stock piles, lay
offs and unemployment So even less people are able to buy the goods produced and the crisis deepens.

"Already 250,000 of these former workers have been deemed ineligible for unemployment benefits."
Of course every crisis has its own specific features, and here in Canada a very important feature is the very

strong grip held over the Canadian economy by the American traders. In certain areas like the rubber industry,



the car industry, petroleum and mining, American capitalists have very strong interests. As the crisis in the US
has deepened, Canadian workers have been hit especially hard as American companies have closed their
Canadian branch lines to force production into the US.

How is the Trudeau Government responding to the crisis?
At the moment the Trudeau Government is launching a major offensive to make the Canadian people pay

for the present economic crisis. This offensive has got three main aspects. One is budget cut backs for basic
services - education, welfare and health which is causing thousands of layoffs in public services across the
country. It's leading to a major reduction in the quality of education care, leading to cutbacks in hospital
staffing and reductions in the number of beds available.

Added to this has been a major attack on the one million unemployed Canadian workers. Already 250,000
of these workers have been deemed ineligible for unemployment benefits.

The second part of their strategy has been to give massive handouts to Canadian and American companies,
under the disguise of grants to create jobs. But of course these grants, up in the millions of dollars, are not being
used to create jobs. They are being used by industries such as the pulp and paper industry to modernise their
plant to make their production more efficient and allow them to lay off even more workers.

"Last year eight strikers were shot by company goons in Montreal........."
The third part of their strategy is to use every measure possible to stop the Canadian workers from striking

back against the effects of the crisis. In the last 12 months there have been several important examples of the
use of out and out naked force against strikers. Last year eight strikers were shot by company goons in Montrael
causing tremendous unrest amongst the entire union movement. The police have been launching attacks against
picket lines so that scabs can be got in to plants to maintain production to help break the strike.

The Government has also used civil servants as tools in this campaign against the workers. It is trying to
get the wage increases awarded public servants down to the 4-6% level and then attempt to use that as a
justification for keeping the wages of others down to well below the rate of inflation. The Trudeau Government
has launched a campaign against the Canadian Union of Postal Workers, one of the most militant sectors of the
Canadian public service. The Canadian Postal Worker's Union went on strike last year; they had a legal right to
strike, they hadn't had a contract settlement (which is the equivalent of an award settlement) for 18 months, and
they had many grievances unresolved. They had no choice but to take strike action.

Map of USA, Canada and USSR
The Trudeau Government stepped in and immediately passed a law ordering them back to work, and when

the Postal workers remained out in defiance of the law, threatened to fire every one of the 23,000 members. The
workers went back to work but the government has continued a plan of harrassment, firing and suspending
many of the union activists within the post office. They've been using this one example of the Post Office
workers union to frighten other civil servants from fighting back, and using that in turn to try and stop the
working class in general from fighting back.

What about Trudeau's famous liberal image?
Well his "liberal image" certainly doesn't stand up when you look it the facts. Within Canada itself there is

a growing opposition to the Trudeau Government and of course,' combined with this, has been a growing
awareness of the fact that none of the bourgeois MPs serve the interests of Canadian workers, or the people in
general - students, small farmers, etc.

"Well his "liberal" image certainly doesn't stand up when you look at the facts. Within Canada itself there
is growing opposition to the Trudeau Government......"

Some other examples of Trudeau's liberal image that he likes to project overseas are, for instance,
statements that he made at New Year about the struggle on the part of the people of Quebec, and their right to
self determination. In fact, Trudeau was afraid of the growing strength of the people of Quebec and threatened
to send in the troops, as he did back in the early 1970s during the crisis that arose from the kidnapping of the
British ambassador of the time.

Can you give us some background to the situation in Quebec?
One of the first things to understand, I think, is that the people of Quebec are a nation, they're not just a

province or an ethnic group or a vocal minority as Trudeau would try and make people believe. The people of
Quebec have a common language, a common territory, a common economic life, a common history and a
common culture. All the characteristics which normally describe a nation, and as a nation they have a right to
self-determination.

"One of the first things to understand is that the people of Quebec are a nation, they're not just a province
or an ethnic group or a vocal minority as Trudeau would try and make people believe."

How does the oppression of the Quebec people show itself.
Well it shows itself in many ways. One example is that the Quebec workers even though their native

language is French are often forbidden from using their native language in their work place, and are forced to



use English instead. Another example is in the field of education, where the numbers of schools and universities
which are available

"Well of course the Indians and Eskimo people were the original inhabitants of Canada and the capitilist
system of Canada was built on their blood."
to the people of Quebec are very much lower than the facilities available to people elsewhere in Canada. It
shows itself, for instance, in the wages Quebec workers earn which are substantially less than wages elsewhere
in the country and even less than wages earned by English speaking workers in Quebec itself.

What is the position of the Canadian Indians and the Canadian Eskimos?
Well of course the Indians and Eskimo people were the original inhabitants of Canada and the capitalist

system of Canada was built on their blood. Ever since they were conquered, the Indian people have been herded
onto small barren reserves and their traditional way of life had been severely threstened and in some cases
destroyed. This is also the case with the Eskimo people who live in the main further north. Today the life span
of the Indian-Eskimo people is much less than the rest of the Canadian population. Diseases such as
tuberculosis are pretty widespread, housing conditions are at the poverty level, unemployment is extremely
high - above 50% in some areas. Because of the greed for profits of the big pulp and paper companies, many
areas of forest lands that used to be traditional hunting grounds have been taken over for timber production, the
rivers and the lakes filled with mercury and other chemicals from pulp and paper processing which has
destroyed the fishing. The struggle of the Indian and Eskimo people for jobs and for decent housing, for better
conditions against discrimination is a very important part of the fight of the Canadian people against the crisis
and against the capitalist system.

In what ways have the Indian and Eskimo people been fighting back against their exploitation?
As the overall crisis has been getting deeper the Indians have been hit especially hard and in the last three

of four years there has been a growing tide of determination, and militant spirit amongst Indian and Eskimo
groups across the country. This is being shown in the increasing number of actions stopping the buiding of
highways across Indian land. They have been lighting for the return of the [unclear: huntis] and fishing rights
which have been taken away from them as well as the other land stolen from them by the colonial settlers.

What's the strength of the womens movement in Canada?
Again as the economic crisis was hit harder, there has been a marked increase in the struggle, of women

against the bosses, against the crisis, and also for womens rights One example of this is in Montreal, a
movement for [unclear: fre] state paid, day care. This is a movement [unclear: whi] in the last few years has
won some major [unclear: gab] by relying on fighting with direct mass action educating the people on the need
for day-car and about the fact that under capitalism the right to day care will never be won unless you tight for
it, relying on the Government to [unclear: pre] vide it means losing.

"Of course if you remember that Canada is sandwiched between the two superpowers with the USA to the
[unclear: sou] and the Soviet Union to the north you can see that Canada is in a very important strategic
position."

Another example is in Northern Ontario where at the moment there is a major strike going on against one
of Canadas major companies, INCO, which produces nickel. Ten years ago there was another strike against
INCO in the same area. Then the company managed to turn the wives of workers agains their husbands in the
picket line by sending a letter out at Christmas blaming the striken for the fact that the children would suffer at
Christmas. As a result of that and the smashing of the strike, the women of Subrey, the town where INCO is
based, have learned a very important lesson, and in this strike they are very active, standing beside their
husband in the picket lines, mobilising support among other women across Canada, sending out [unclear: spe
kers] to speak to womens groups and mass [unclear: a llies], and playing a very important role in fighting for
the rights of women and for the rights of the working class as a whole.

Is the US the only imperialist power that operates in Canada?
Its the major imperialist power. As I mentioned before it has a very tight grip over some sectors of the

Canadian economy. But at the same time, as a result of the growing international contention between the two
super-powers, the Soviet Union is stepping up its attempt to gain a foothold in Canada. Of course if you
remember that Canada is sandwiched between the two superpowers with the USA to the south and the Soviet
Union to the north you can see that Canada is in a very important strategic position.

The last few years have seen an increasing sing number of Lada cars and Belarus tractors sold in Canada.
There are increasing attempts by the Soviet Union to set up cultural exchanges and to basically pedal the idea
that it is a friendly socialist country in order to delude Canadian workers. Also there has been a stepping up of
the role of the KGB in Canada and just recently there were 13 Soviet spys expelled which was a pretty
important indication that both the big superpower to the south and also the big superpower to the north are
carrying out their rivallry at the expense of the Canadian people.



Spotlight on the World

[unclear: Ireland]
The ugly spectre of "terrorism" has hit [unclear: ess] headlines lately over the assassination [unclear:

Airey] Neave, British Conservative spokes [unclear: n] on Northern Ireland by a breakaway [unclear: tion] of
the Irish Republican Army.

In the best traditions of bourgeois [unclear: jour-ism], the issues at stake have been left [unclear: be-id]
completely and all attention has [unclear: focu-I] on the threat which terrorism presents "British" and I
suppose, western a vision's way of life. Anyone who saw [unclear: Mar-er] Thatcher on the television news last
[unclear: ek] will be aware of the old world [unclear: quaint-s] of this view (she spoke of "being moved
[unclear: with] the way the British people closed rands [unclear: inst] the threat" on this occasion).

So let's look a little closer at the issue [unclear: ing] not to fall into the trap which I [unclear: con-id] the
press has fallen into, if not set in [unclear: as] first place.

The greatest act or terrorism to have [unclear: r] taken place in "Britain" has been the [unclear: tory] of the
systematic rape of the Irish [unclear: ple] and the vicious reprisals taken against [unclear: vements] for self
determination and a [unclear: uni-d] nation of Ireland. To read books [unclear: writ-by] Irish patriots gives you
an [unclear: understan-g] of how much the Irish people, in the [unclear: th] and in the south, resent the English
[unclear: upation], past and present, of their [unclear: coun-] and the imposition of a "divided Ireland"
[unclear: icy] on them. It is only when you realise depth of feeling that you begin to [unclear: under-d] the
bitterness and hatred that drives people to bomb and assassinate.

Of course this does not in itself justify the tactics of one or two Republican groups of attacks on innocent
working people in England and Ireland, and their refusal to engage In building up the Irish people's movement
at home, but does this in anyway detract from the just cause of the Irish.

This piece is simply putting, perhaps, the other side of the question, which is not to deny that the situation
is a complex one full of hooks and barbs, most of which were planted there by sucessive English regimes, over
the last few hundred years. I urge readers to follow this up by informing themselves further with [unclear: th]
history of the struggle for Ireland.

German [unclear: In]
A little closer to home perhaps; just prior to the departure of the West German industrialists, the leader of

the group gave a speech at the Auckland Chamber of Commerce. You could say that he let the cat out of the
bag somewhat by stating that one of the main reasons West German industrialists have become interested in us
an investment prospect is not so much our abundant supplies of energy (Germany after all has large natural
reserves of coal), but the fact that wages in New Zealand are so low in a country with a relatively high
"investment safety rating". Now that Muldoon has prepared the way for the influx of foreign investment, we
may soon see many similar delegations travelling through the country inspecting prospects for a good return on
their money.

Ali Bhutto (second from left) during his detention
Photo of Ali Bhutto

Malaysian Air Systems
The National Overseas Student Service of Australia has sent a message of support for Australian unions

who blacked the Malaysian Air Systems DC 10 as a response to reprisals by the Malaysian Government on
striking airline workers and officials of the International Transport Workers Federation in Kuala Lumpur.

The MAS staff wont on a strike over pay negotiations, but officials of both the local and international
unions were jailed under the Internal Security Act, after the government had decided that any threat to MAS
was a threat to the security of the country.

In order to patch up bad relations with the Malaysian government and the ASEAN group, Australian PM
Malcolm Fraser sent in the Royal Australian Air Force to break the strike and "hijack" the DC 10 back to
Malaysia.

Pakistan



Last Wednesday ex-Prime Minister of Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was executed by the present Zia
regime.

Zia's decision to hang Bhutto, could mean trouble for a nation that has been very finely balanced on the
brink of civil war for the last few years. Add the fact that Pakistan occupies, more now than ever, a key spot in
the strategic balance of Asia and the world, and you have a potentially explosive situation.

Other factors that could trigger large scale violence are religious conflicts between Shi'ites and Sunni's,
regional antagonisms which were kept under control while Bhutto was in power, and the instability of the
border with Afghanistan, heavily influenced by the Soviet Union.

Vietnam
It is reported that the Vietnamese army is building up troops along the Laotian border with Kampuchea to

prepare for another desperate offensive against the increasingly successful and confident Khymer Rouge.
Laotian troops are also being used in this proposed new offensive.

Despite China's withdrawal from Vietnam, the present state of peace is only very shakey and judging by
Vietnam's new call up of all able-bodied people between the ages of 16 and 45 and their latest troop build ups
in northern Vietnam and Laos, it is likely that new outbreaks of fighting will occur in the near future.

We all make mistakes. Last week I said that Giscard d'Estaing was Prime Minister of France. He is of
course the President. Ray-monde Barre is the PM, not the finance Minister as I reported last week.
International Correspondant.

Belfast streets — where the unrest begins
Photo of the streets of Belfast
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The 'Middle East Peace Treaty'

Once Again, 'Peace in our Time'

"O happy time, when all the world is free!
The sun of Freedom shines o'er land and sea!
Released front war's alarms
now men lay down their arms,
and all is quiet

(except for an odd Palestinian riot)."
N.Z. poet
ARD. Fairburn
1902-57
With the ink barely dry on the Middle East peace accord, the latest in a string of such agreements, it is time

to examine the reasons for the poor prospects of a lasting peace there.
Agreements and decisions over the future of this region in the last half century have been frequent. Initially,

they were created to serve the imperial interests of the European powers, but more recently it has become
fashionable to add the prefix "peace" to any formulations. But, whether "peace" has been proclaimed or not, the
result has been the same, tension, incidents, hostility and on four separate occasions, an outbreak of full-scale
war.

Historical Background



Throughout recorded history the region had also known much warfare, located as it was at the edge of three
continents and there-lore intersecting important trading routes. The area also had a great degree of religious
significance. Consequently, it was included in many of the empires of antiquity, from Egyptian to Byzamtiem,
before being absorbed for four centuries of atrophy by the Turkish Ottomans.

With British occupation at the end of the First World War begins its modern history. The British
government had indicated that it would, "view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for
the Jewish people. It being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and
religious rights of the non-Jewish communities in Palestine." These non Jewish communities at that stage
constituted 90% of the population.

This was not the only undertaking the British government had made. The Sheriff of Mecca was promised
by the British envoy in Cairo that independence would be granted to the region when hostilities ceased.

British Mandate
But when Allen by marched into Jerusalem, it soon became apparent that yet a third undertaking, to the

French, was the one to be kept. Under the terms of the secret Sykes—Picot Agreement, the French were
basically to get the land to the north; Syria and Lebanon, and the British the bottom portion.

A conference in Pans of the major powers ratified this and later at the League of Nations, Britain was given
mandatory powers over Palestine and what was later to become Jordan.

At Paris. American President. Woodrow Wilson, foreshadowed Carter by making high sounding, but
unfulfilled, noises about the wished of the indigenous inhabitants being paramount over major powers' interests.

Zionism
Between the world wars many Jews left Europe to enter the territory of mandate Palestine, whose borders,

after 1922 roughly encompass modern day Israel.
This immigration, much illegal, was inspired by both growing anti semitism, especially throughout Nazi

Germany and also the promise of a vacant homeland for "returning Jews". The local Arab population, who
weren't meant to exist, opposed this immigration, for they began to perceive despite the lies, the real aims of
political Zionism. Zionism is, in short, the political philosophy which advocates a separate nation state for
Jews.

With the exposition and growth, this century, of Zionist philosophy, to both foster and Nourish from
anti-Semitism, the palace tinian territory faced yet another threat.

Instead of merely having major powers trampling over it and carving it up between themselves, without
reference to the local population, they now faced a colonialist settler migration intent on the creation of a
separate slate. This by definition had to ultimately lead to the dispossesion of the local inhabitants, to provide
both the material for existence, for the newcomers, and also the fulfillment of Zionist philosphical aims. With
assassination of political opponents and widespread terrorism, the Zionists laid the foundations of their new
state.

Zionist organisation, with well defined goals and its international nature, was superior to that of the local
population. Not that it really needed of be, the major imperialist power, by the end of the Second World War,
the USA, and the Zionists, had a concert of intention and interests and were able to have a recommendation for
partition into Jewish and Arab states passed by the General Assembly of the United Nations. Once more the
outside powers had decided the fate of the locals.

THE 'MIDDLE EAST PEACE TREATY' ONCE AGAIN, 'PEACE IN OUR TIME'

End of Palestine
The well armed and prepared army on the new Jewish state of Israel defeated the fortes of the surrounding

Arab states who had attempted to defend their fellow Arabs in Palestine. Consequently, Palestine, the mandate
embryo of an independent state, was strangled at birth and its people [unclear: becam] refugees.

The Zionists hijacked an entire country and threw most of its people out the door. This is the true cause of
the present trouble and tension. It is not founded on a religious antipathy between Jew and Muslim, as so many
sources from School Cerificate text-books to the Israeli government itself assert

Images of Gaza strip and related people
For the Palestinian, it is a case of double dispossession, firstly, on an individual basis of farms and houses

and secondly, on a national basis of a people being denied a state For those who can remain in Israeli occupie
territory, suffer as third class citizens and are exploited, often as labour on their lands. Many are detained as
political prisoners. [unclear: this] only with such a background that [unclear: rest] events can be comprehended



with [unclear: rity] and a realisation made that it peace which has been achieved, but [unclear: isfaction] of the
self interest of [unclear: po-] states masquerading as solutions.

[unclear: i] Benefits
[unclear: In] Israeli government led by arch [unclear: Zioegin], seeks to consolidate its territorial [unclear:

r] by talking of peace after its last [unclear: effort] a year ago was to invade [unclear: Le-] But even that would
not satisfy the [unclear: ideal] of two millenia ago under the [unclear: om] of David and Solomon. To do
[unclear: ould] require chunks of Syria, and [unclear: Leba-nd] Jordan. A quiesent shouthern [unclear:
bor-uld] facilitate this.

[unclear: Secondly], Cairo's recognition of the [unclear: legi-] of Israel gives an illegitimate state [unclear:
tina] of normality, when in fact it is [unclear: ae] phenomenon.

[unclear: Thirdly], the massive US aid bribe to sign [unclear: y] sufficiently supplements the already
[unclear: aid] grant from the US to alleviate the [unclear: c] domestic difficulties, like inflation [unclear: e]
armaments based economy, that be-

[unclear: With] the traditional major force in the [unclear: eague] and over a third of the Arab [unclear: s]
population, now formally on side [unclear: rael], the Zionists have achieved the [unclear: t] land potentially
irreparable split [unclear: o] ranks.

[unclear: loing] so they have also achieved an from pressure for implementing [unclear: Nai-tions]
Security Council Resolution [unclear: lich] calls for withdrawal from the [unclear: rritones] Israel occupied in
1967.

[unclear: ter], at the Camp David stage of the - Israel negotiations, claimed that [unclear: is] being
implemented through the of Sinai to Egypt and autonomy West Bank and Gaza. Even [unclear: excu-e]
fraudulent Israeli redefining of the of the West Bank and Gaza as not [unclear: oc-] Syrian territory is not to be
returned, by its separate treaty with Egypt has [unclear: d] a long planned reconvening of the [unclear: i]
conference in preparation for which chairman, the US and USSR had [unclear: cal-] "the legitimate right of the
[unclear: Palesti-in]October 1977. The US [unclear: Admini-n] soon revoked that position under [unclear:
nist] lobby pressure, but nonetheless [unclear: va] conference could still have [unclear: deman-jor] concessions
from Israel.

[unclear: For the] United States a settlement gives [unclear: endous] boost to Carter in his [unclear:
re-elec-ospects], particularly in the key [unclear: elec-ates] where many Jewish Americans

[unclear: ter] has returned to the US with [unclear: effer-t] fundamentalism, like Chamberlain years ago to
Britain, bringing not [unclear: on-ce] of paper to the White House Lawn, [unclear: e] signatories as well.
Significantly aligning finalises the isolation of Egypt he Arab League and since it has [unclear: like-vered]
from the USSR in 1972, sets [unclear: irmly] in the camp of the United Sta[unclear: in] ally to replace Iran.

Sadat
Egyptian policy is personified by President Sadat. His predecessor. Nasser sought Arab unity against

foreign control and was an implacable foe of Zionism. Sadat, previously sensitive to similar Egyptian sentiment
had sent troops into Sinai in 1973, had declared never to negotiate a peace until after the Israelis withdrew from
Egyptian territory and never to sign a separate treaty.

Conversely, his war effort was never meant very seriously and he had been seeking an accommodation with
Israel ever since 1971 when he was rebuffed by Golda Meir. He too had something to fear from a Geneva
conference. Sadat stands to gain his share of US spoils as well besides the conditional return of the Sinai
peninsular, lost to Israel in the 1967 war.

Other Responses
The other Arab states have gained a new impetus of unity as a consequence of the Egypt - Israel pact. The

healing of the rift between the Palestine Liberation Organisation and King Hussein of Jordan and the discarding
of the enmity between the governments of Syria and Iraq, being the most notable.

Israel and the US are alarmed over this unity. They had stupidly believed that the conservative Saudi and
Jordanian monarchies would have at least adopted a neutral stance, if not to join in negotiations themselves.
The recently convened Baghdad summit meeting of Arab leaders and its decision to impose a boycott on Egypt
dashes American hopes in this respect. Since all that Egypt gained from Israel is its own territory back, then
Arab displeasure is hardly surprising. Most importantly it shows them that Zionist ambition is not dead but only
changed the nature of its tactics. They await attempts to be made to subvert them into similar capitulations.

For the Soviet Union too, the developments are significant. Whilst keeping contacts open with Israel the



USSR seeks to support the aims of the Arab League to cultivate its own long term advantage. Veteran Foreign
Minister Gromyko waits in the Baghdad wings with treaties of peace and friendship in hand. Having twice the
oil reserves of the US, Soviet ambitions are not just for energy sources but rather to supplant the US as the
major power in the area and deny it oil in the event of war.

New Zealand's now traditional forked tounge style of foreign policy statements typified much "western"
reaction to the pact. Muldoon was "delighted" with Carter's efforts, while Talboys expressed reservations over
the future of Palestinians and lack of favour among the Arab league.

The PLO
That leaves the Palestinians themselves, nearly four million of them. Some are alien in their own land,

others under military control, but most exiled by decree and violence of the Israelis. Israeli governments, since
they can no longer deny the very existence of a Palestinian entity, seek to define them as Jordanians, though
most have no more lived there than the majority of Jews have lived in "their own state" of Israel.

Israel also remains implacable over the leadership by the PLO of the Palestinian people and will not even
negotiate with it. The Israelis will not even tolerate a Palestinian "homeland" compromise in any shape or form.
So far they have permitted elections among the Arabs for local councils on the occupied West Bank in the hope
that these would produce an alternative to the PLO. But the results produced democratically elected collection
of councils that proclaimed the PLO as the leaders of the Palestinian people, wherever they were located.

The PLO's formula had been to create a democratic, secular and unitary Palestine, to enable the Palestinian
Arabs and Israeli Jews to co-exist in one national area as Muslim. Christian and Jew had managed to do prior to
the advent of Zionism.

Terms of Treaty
Graphically different, the recent peace agreement states "autonomy" is not to occur on the West Bank area.

Autonomy of peoples, not territory, clarifies Begin. This autonomy will occur after negotiations between
unspecified parties, one assumes not the PLO. which are to last for only one year anyhow. Israel will not give
up this territory as that would betray the Zionist ideal, nor will it specify the nature of it's continued military
presence.

Also uncontrolled, is continued Jewish migration into the West Bank and Gaza. Conversely, there is no
provision for return of Palestinian refugees to their homes. The status of Jerusalem doesn't even rank a mention.
Such a deal therefore retains all the features of the status quo, only constipating it. It is no different in nature
from the "self rule" formulas that the Israelis have been suggesting for years.

The solution is equivalent to a family being cast from a house and then being to told some of its members
may live on the back porch, but only if they behave themselves and share it with the newcomers.

Such an agreement therefore goes a long way from Sadat's assertion in respect of the occupied territories
that "Sovereignty is indivisible". Instead, the rhetoric is "swords into plough shares". The Palestinians, with
only barren refugee camps to plough, would find little succour in such entreaties.
Don Carson

Images of Menachem Begin

What it Means
So the "Middle East Peace Treaty" has been signed. Newspapers and magazines carried this news in banner

headlines with glorious photographs of "architect" Carter and the "responsible" leaders of Egypt and Israel who
resolved their differences to bring "a long and lasting peace" to the troubled region. But the terms of this actual
masterpiece are more interesting, as the outline below shows.

Sinai
Israel is to withdraw its forces from the Sinai Peninsula, over the next nine months. At the end of this

period all Israeli troops are to be positioned east of a line running from El Arish to Ras Muhammad, the
southern most tip of Sinai. Over a three year period, Israel will remove its military forces and settlers from all
of Sinai. Most of the area will be demilitarised; Egypt can only station a single division on the peninsula and
only within 31 miles of the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Suez. The UN will station troops along the Gulf of
Aqaba and the eastern border of the Sinai. Within a nearly two mile-wide strip on the other side of the line,
Israeli forces will be limited to four battalions. The two airfields that Israel built in the Sinai will be restricted to



Egyptian civilian use.

Egyptian-Israeli Relations
One month after the Israeli forces have moved behind the El Arish — Ras Muhammed line, both countries

will exchange ambassadors and establish normal diplomatic relations. Egypt will end its economic boycott of
Israel and grant Israeli ship and cargoes the right of passage through the Suez Canal. Israel will be permitted to
buy oil from the Sinai fields that will be returned to Egypt. If Israel runs short of oil during the next 15 years,
the US hat promised to make up that difference. Egypt and Israel will open their borders to each other's citizens
and will eventually sign agreements on other trade and cultural exchanges.

West Bank and Gaza
Negotiations on Palestinian self-rule on the West Bank and Gaza Strip will begin one month after the treaty

is ratified and be completed within twelve months. Elections of Palestinian local councils, the first step towards
self-government, are to be held promptly, though no date is specified. One month after self-rule is working,
Israeli military forces on the West Bank and Gaza will be withdrawn behind Israel's 1949 borders. There will
then begin a fice-year transitional period, during which the final status of the West Bank and Gaza will be
negotiated. Still to be decided is the eventual fate of Israeli settlements and whether Israel will retain military
outposts on the West Bank. If West Bank Palestinians refuse to participate in the talks. Begin agreed orally to
let self-rule be established in Gaza. One of the trickiest issues, the status of predominantly Arab East Jerusalem,
is not even mentioned in the treaty or Camp David agreements.

Looking at the agreement it seems that the only group who are not safeguarded in the proposals are the
Palestinians, whose situation is scarcely improved under these proposals. What will happen to them in the
future is left entirely to the whims of Israel. As they were not a party to the "peace agreement" it is hardly
suprising that their interests have not been represented.

Film

Where the Nuts come from

The Boys from Brazil
Directed by Franklin J. Schaffner Kings.

Yes folks, more Fascists. I guess they're in vogue: in the movies, at the theatre, and of course of TV. once
Holocaust reaches the tube, Nazis are making the cash registers ring. There'll always be a market for bad guys.

As long, that is, as there's a market for entertainment like this, which will probably (hopefully ) be some
time. I liked The Boys From Brazil. I wouldn't rave about it, or rush back to see it again, but it was alright. In
it's way, it was quite good

Thriller/suspense/mystery films (and comedies, and fantasies; most films in the commercial arena in fact)
are like toy train sets. You wind them up, the passengers hop aboard, and away they go, loco-moting around the
track. The passengers admire the carefully landscaped scenery, repair to the dining-car for refreshments about
midway, hopefully become quite exhilarated as the train builds up speed, and as it circles back to the starting
point and chugs into the station, everyone breathes a sigh of satisfaction (if it's their particular cup of tea, and
the ride hasn't been too bumpy), and gets out. They haven't gone anywhere, they're not usually changed in any
way, but they've had a nice time and they've got plenty to talk about when they get home.

Watching for Potential
The Boys From Brazil is like that. It's fun (and often very funny), suspenseful, reasonably exciting and

efficient. That last quality is important. Too many films derail (or don't even get out of the station) because they
don't use what they've got to best advantage. The railway image actually comes from Brian De Palma's most
recent film. The Fury. It itself jumps the tracks, like the toy train Gillian sends telekinetically haywire at the
ESP demonstration, because it tried to go too fast, to create too much action and eventually it all becomes a bit



ludicrous. The Boys From Brazil is a bit daft, sure, but then the best thrillers usually are. It, though, is under
control all the way.

And I think that if films like this are well-controlled, and inventive, and effective, and well-executed, then
they can make justified claims to being (wait for it) Art. And no less so than the "serious" films (you know, the
stuff they show at the Film Society). To put it another way, look at the Mona Lisa. Who's to say what it
"means", or indeed whether it has any intrinsic meaning or value at all? But we we'd all agree, it's a masterly
piece of painting. I'm not saying that The Boys From Brazil is a masterpiece, but some of these films are, and
that's why I go to all of them (because you can never ever judge a film by its subject matter — let's face it, even
Mona L.'s not the best looking broad in the world).

The reason why films in the suspense/ thriller/horror bracket are of special interest at the moment (and why
I go on and on about them) is because Stanley Kubrick's next film (The Shining, due out by Christmas) is in
this field. And he's already produced two out of a handful of what I consider to be the greatest contemporary
achievments in cinematic art, 2001 and Barry Lyndon. So I'm counting the days. It should be quite a ride.

Film Versus Book
However, about time we got back to Brazil. I'm not going to give away the plot, because it revolves around

a central mystery (why are a group of Brazil-based Nazis killing off 94 male civil servants all over the world,
on or around their 65th birthdays?). One thing in the handling of the plot, though, is interesting — and leads to
the rather obvious statement that films and books are different things.

Self-evident, sure. A piece of writing has vocabulary and grammar. Film also has its language, but its
vocabulary consists of images and sounds, and its grammar is the arrangement of those images and sounds.
Some books and films are very close, despite the difference in language: books primarily are concerned with
telling a story (look at the bestseller lists) and like-minded films (eg The Boys From Brazil), often discard those
features unique to their own language and produce something that's somewhere between the two. I didn't say
that very well. What it amounts to is that some books (usually those with the stress on action, conveyed in a
simple straightforward style) are easily translated into films, others aren't. Right. So on with the example.

This film is based on a book of the same name by Ira Levin, of Rosemary's Baby fame (actually both
stories have the same basic theme and structure, but Rosemary's Baby is more effective, both as a book and
film). And the book was kept direct and "unliterary", just asking to be turned into a Major Motion Picture. It
was practically a screenplay already, and you can bet your bursary that was Ira's idea all along. What does
"bestseller" mean after all? But there was a crucial difference, that highlights some of the advantages each of
the two media has over the other. In the written word, a description may withhold a vital piece of information
without unduly arousing our suspicions, thus preventing the game from being given away too soon. But in a
film, the parallel of such a description requires us to see the object (or whatever) and spot what we can.

The result in The Boys From Brazil is that we can, simply by a little light exercise of the grey matter, work
out the key to the plot quite some time before the denouement, and long before we could in the book. But it cuts
both ways in this particular case. The book had to resort to a fairly explicit (that is, obvious) image for its
chilling finale, but the film has the upper hand here in that, by its very nature, it can use a simple visual symbol
to do the same thing. And Schaffner develops this symbol (a bracelet of some kind) very cleverly, lighting it in
such a way as to create a subtle but provocative final image.

But enough. I'm even starting to bore myself.

Sir Larry & Co.
The actors deserve a mention. Good grief, with Laurence Olivier in the cast, it's compulsory. And, of

course, he's excellent He really is very good — absorbed in the character, utterly convincing, and, as Ezra
Liebermann the aging Jewish Nazi-hunter, endearingly comic. I'm always amazed by this. Even in a piece of
unrepentant rubbish like The Betsy, he's delivering a performance that's so flawless and integrated into the
production that it's easy to forget that he's there, or at least that you've also seen him as Hamlet, Othello,
Richard 111, et al. Gregory Peck also has a great time being on the side of Evil for once, even if he's not as
consistently sinister as you could wish for. Rosemary Hams, in a cameo role as one of the widows Liebermann
interviews, enjoys herself burlesquing her role in Holocaust. James Mason? He has precious little to do.

Franklin J. Schaffner's direction is, as I've indicated, efficient and at times exuberant. He keeps the whole
thing moving forward at a fast and exciting clip, aided by Jerry Gold-smith's pounding score, and produces
well-finished film that.....well, if it won't be hard to forget, it's at least very easy to enjoy.
Paul Hagan

Image from the film 'The Boys from Brazil'



Easter Tournament
At last Tournament is only days away and I wish those who have volunteered good luck and hope they

further the "name" of Victoria at Auckland. Those who have made themselves available are:

Snooker
• Francis Anderson
• Robert Edgerton
• Graeme Sewell
• Christopher Ahern
• David Peters
• Philip Tauehi

Athletics
• Sally Shields
• Susan Lee
• Luke Worsfold
• James Kent
• Barry Webber
• Jason Lonell
• Maxeim Freakley
• David Thome
• William Sheppard

Water Polo
• John Manning
• Martin Eadie
• Robert Irvine
• Michael Hutchins
• Bill Millward
• Mike Foley
• Graeme Quill
• Alan Hiesketh
• Jeffrey Carr
• Robert Page

Volley Ball
• Gavin Thrush
• Peter Thrush
• Alistair Smith
• Peter Curran
• Augustine Kow
• Robert Yu
• Mark Gray
• Mathew Stannard
• John Mills
• Peter Bullock
• Ten Koh
• Mahina O'Brien



• Charlotte King
• Pale Walker
• Robyn Clarke
• Helen Monaghan
• Sieny Scholtens

Swords
• Rots Powell
• Peter Osvath
• Kevin Sartorell
• Vied Lamb
• lona Szakats

Rowing
• D. Seton
• M. McAlcer
• M. Stevens
• Jody Oldham
• J. Cooper
• S. Palmer
• Mary Morrisson
• D. Hurdle
• D. Osier
• B. Hutton
• D. Ryan
• J. Jenning
• J. White
• A. Bradshaw
• H. Meldrum
• J. Gilbert
• M. Lade
• G. Sargent
• G. Glossip
• J. Griffiths
• R. McAiastair
• A. McGalore
• G. Carpenter
• U. Mullins
• G. Sharp
• A. Meldrum
• M. Civil
• A. Highet
• J. Gordon
• J. Glengarry
• R. Tisdall
• M. Geenty
• K. Hepburn
• A. Syrup
• P. Ivin

Rifles
• Ric Scoones



• Peter Callinicos
• Ayleen Holden
• David Iles
• Christopher Monsell
• David Preston

Cricket
• Paul Morris
• Geoffrey Vogel
• Andrew Ireland
• Philip Rory-Wright
• Antony Grace
• Mark Chappie
• Murli Rajan
• Richard Carter
• Christopher Ahern
• Grant Harding
• Anthony Penman
• Stephen Dawe
• Robil Corliss
• Ben O'Brien
• Barry Tucker

Tennis
• John Duncan
• Oscar Bullock
• Robert Dunphy
• David Patterson
• Craig Smith

Tournament officially starts at 6.00pm Good Friday with the official welcome (which basically means
plenty of free piss for the team captains and coaches). For those not as official there is the welcome dance at
8.00 pm Easter Saturday. Dare I say it is a disco dance (well they are like that in Auckland). The Sports Dinners
will be held the Sunday night. Finally on the Monday night there is a Tournament Ball. This will be held at the
Mandalay and will cost $14.00 per head.

Most sports will start on the Saturday with various finishing times except for the cricket which starts on the
Tuesday before Easter.

For those travelling on the Northener - the train departs Wellington at 6.30pm on Wednesday the 11th and
departs Auckland at 5.30pm on Tuesday 17th. The cost for this will be $30 and this Must be paid before
departure on Wednesday. If you haven't been contacted by your Club Captain about payment of this, could you
please make your payments to the Students Association office either Monday 12-2 pm, Tuesday 12-3.30 pm or
Wednesday 12-2.00pm. Please don't leave it until Wednesday if possible.

If there are any further enquiries, please contact me through the Student Association office.
Phil Sowman (Sports Officer)

Cap this if you can WANTED: Capping Conlroller for 1979 This PRESTIGOUS, WIDELY SOUGHT
AFTER POSITION, is currently vacant. Applications will be recieved in the Studass Office until 4.30pm on
Tuesday, 10 April. The position does carry an HONORA— RIUM ($), and can be a good FUN position -
depending on the amount of work the successful applicant is prepared to put into it. Don't hesitate to come into
the Studass Office and ask for more information on this esteemed position.

Books

The Trains [unclear: an] on Time



[unclear: T] New India [unclear: i] Mehta [unclear: guin]
Why don't Indians work a lot harder, [unclear: less] children and solve their problems?" [unclear: re's] no

simple answer to this or any [unclear: ques- on] India Ved Mehdta makes this clear in [unclear: atest] of a
series of varied books. The New a is the India of Indira Gandhi's rise and Her rule culminating in 'Emergency'
is [unclear: ribed] in a critical, yet involving way.

[unclear: When] one begins the book it all sounds personal. New Delhi in 1974-1975 is [unclear: setting]
and the upper middle-class of [unclear: h] Mehta is part, are the actors. The [unclear: or] does not stay with this
limitation. [unclear: ugh] statistics, apt quotation, and [unclear: ex-les] of every Jay life, he includes the
[unclear: ses] 75% of whom are unemployed, this less well defined mass, the villagers urban poor, that are the
backdrop to Madams' rise and part of her fall.

[unclear: Irs] Gandhi's role is described in detail, not an historical treatise from Nehru [unclear: ly]
background to her loss at the March [unclear: 7] elections. Mehta interweaves political [unclear: il], history
(from the Vedas on), [unclear: philo-] (even Aristotle), economics and some [unclear: ip] like details to show
the growth of [unclear: itorship]. Many gaps in Western coverage [unclear: illed] with viewpoint from
Marxists, [unclear: Wes-] economists, the pro-Emengency cabal those apposed to the growth of fascism,
fascism hade its seeds in manipulating the [unclear: ocratic]' structure. The hook clearly shows growth of
dictatorship through [unclear: mani-ition] of so called democratic means. It a lot to teach us in a very readable
man-

The mass reaction to Indira Ghandhi is less clearly described. It would be nice to have a simple answer with
the people saying they had just enough suffering and electing the Janata Party was the answer. The writer is
aware that this is part of the reaction. There are no simple deductions and the preceding parts of the book make
us aware of the complexity of the enormous sub-continent. None of the other post-Indira books that flooded
Indian bookships could explain the election clearly and Mehta also does not give a formulae. He does however
weave a detailed matrix of factors contributing to Mrs Gandhis rise and fall. He is hopeful that the reaction
against the dictatorship has the seeds of panchayat government; village based democracy. One is left with this
positive thought amid a wealth of involving detail, and knowledge of Indian problems.

The detail is narrated in many different ways. One could label The New India as a current affairs account, a
valid recent history, a study of dictatorship in a developing country or a "searching compassionate" book. One
label would simplify the presentation of India that Mehta knows well and using one tag is like saying that Indira
Gandhi was a fine leader because the trains ran on time.
Stephen Hall

The Bird Cage

Falconer
—John Cheever

This novel is of excellent quality. It is deep from many angle, its irony, its themes, its tale. There is mostly
a depth in human exploration, the thoughts revealed are worth pursuing.

The novel centres upon a prisoner convicted of fratricide, he is a heroine addict. It unfolds his memories,
good memories, it uncovers the depths of human experience I did not expect a novel that would present a prison
character as human, it has become easy to think of prisoners as sub-human because of some action(s), as the
law regards them thus.

This book seldom allows that to happen, it lifts aloft this man, guilty of serious crime, holds him aloft as a
'human' in prison. It is this that makes the characters in the novel acceptable, perhaps not in their action, but as
humans. It is not full of sentiment, it is full of homosexuals, crooks, wardens, masturbators and situations most
people would not dream possible, or would not wish to understand. Old prisoners who have never had visitors,
and have no future glimpses of birds, excretia, pet cats, love affairs, criminal histories, doubts, blues singers,
escapes, masturbation rooms, cruelty, all of these are covered within one book.

This book does not exist on levels, it joins parts of an old story together, the product of a clever mind.
Cheever is popular in America, his rough and beautiful qualities are difficult to separate, difficult to mix. If
Americans are thinking about these things, knowing them from close contact (though not necessarily from
prison itself) then it is pretty interesting. . . .

The book had an influence over my mind but not my heart. Maybe it is a book that a reader cannot read just
blindly, it demands sensitivity. Can it be classed as rubbish because who bothers to think of murderers and the
like as a class of citizens worth being sensitive about? That is a complex question indeed, let the prisoners



speak. ... I think it worth reading, and thinking about.
Sandra Watson

Not a Smash yet
A new force is about to emerge in the Wellington music scene. The force is known as Smashed Executive,

consisting of Delma Mason (vocals), Malcolm Pickup (lead guitar, synthesiser effects), Kevin Hawkins (bass
and lead), Tony Parkinson (drums and percussion).

This group played to a small group of people on Saturday 24th March as part of the Wellington Festival
activities. Despite sound problems initially due to a strange P.A., the group impressed greatly with a variety of
energetic and talented songs.

The two opening numbers, "One Escape" and "Mental Blanco" were played amidst sound problems but the
third song, "Not Anymore," came across very clearly. Beginning with an almost reggae open, the song
progressed through a series of chord and tempo changes, occassionally reverting back to the main theme.
Pickup's guitar is particularly menacing while Parkinson is right at the other extreme, doing little more than
playing the root notes on symbals.

"T.V." attacks the square box with all the subtlety of a sledgehammer. The reference in the lyrics to Phillips
and Thorn could cause some squealing by local agents, particularly as this number is to be included on a local
album named "Homegrown", part of a Radio Windy promotion. "Search and Destroy," an Iggy Pop number, is
one of these very few unoriginal the group perform. Although basically a punk song, the group refuses to be
categorised in any one musical genre. The Kinks would be somewhat surprised if they heard the concert version
of "Lola" (about twice as fast as the original). Roll over Ray Davies!

Smashed Executive have played one gig at the Rock Theatre and plan to do a midweek concert in the
Memorial Theatre very shortly. After this, they intend to devote a few months to song writing with the aim of
eventually cutting an album. The recent addition of a synthesiser to their already imposing array of equipment
will add a new dimension both to the sound of the group and their range of composition.

This group has been together less than three months, yet has already achieved a name amongst Wellington
musicians as a band with a bright future. Make sure you catch them when they blow out the Memorial Theatre.
Roy Turrs.

Hard up?

Tertiary Bursary — Special Hardship
Allowance

In certain circumstances the Department of Education will pay a Special Hardship Allowance of up to $7
per week to students who are already in receipt of the Unabated Tertiary Bursary.

To qualify for this Special Hardship Allowance, students must be able to show that their ability to save
money over the Summer vacation was impaired because they were unable to find a job for part or all of the
vacation or because of some other circumstances beyond their control.

Students who wish to apply for the Special Hardship Allowance should contact Mrs Mildred Brown.
Accommodation Officer, 6 Kelburn Parade, to obtain an application form and to discuss the evidence required
to support their application.

Students who are receiving the Abated Tertiary Bursary who wish to apply on grounds of hardship to have
their abated bursary increased to the unabated rate, should see Miss Daphne Dawbin, Liaison Officer, at 34
Kelburn Parade.

Students who have already had their abated bursary increased to the unabated rate, do not need to make a
further application for the Special Hardship Allowance of up to $7 per week.
I. H. Boyd
Director of Student Welfare Services

THE ENGLISH CLUB OF VICTORIA UNIVERSITY PRESENTS AN EVENING OF ONE-ACT
PLAYS PINTER - THE DUMB-WATER CHEKOV - THE JUBILEE SYNGE - RIDERS TO THE SEA
REPERTORY THEATRE DIXON ST. WED. 18 SAT. 21 APRIL. 8 PM NOTE LIMITED SEASON BOOK



EARLY RING ADRIENE 721-000 EXT. 2779
Victoria Book Centre Text books Stationery General books Student Discounts Private books Credit

FaciIities Victoria Book Shop, 15 Mount Street, Telephone 729585 / 6

Student Health
The Mobile Chest X-Ray Unit is with us again this month. Watch out for it in Easterfield/Rankine Brown

Courtyard on Tuesday, April, 10th.
There is little evidence that making a fetish of having a chest x-ray yearly or six-monthly is likely to be

greatly beneficial to your health, unless you happen to be the rare host to the Tubercle Bacillus (yes, it is still
with us) or a lung cancer (even rarer in the average campus age-group). But if you have never had a chest x-ray
in your life take advantage of the opportunity. It only takes a few minutes and no undressing is required. It's
completely painless (ouch) and the amount of radiation is miniscule.

However, it makes absolute Nonsense to have a free chest x-ray and Still be Smoking Cigarettes.
Stopping smoking Now will do more for your health (and for Community Health) than all the chest x-rays

you are ever likely to have.
In 1979 we are a long way past the time for debate. The evidence against smoking is incontrovertible. The

general hoo-ha about lung cancer has overshadowed the far greater risks to health of many other much
commoner diseases. There is a definite association between smoking and the following diseases besides Lung
Cancer,
• Coronary Heart Disease
• Vascular Diseases (other blood vessels)
• Chronic Bronchitis
• Emphysema (Disabling disease affecting lung function)
• Peptic Ulceration

and in Pregnancy; — Spontaneous Abortions, Stillbirths and Lower Birth Weights.
The risk of death in men is about 70% higher for smokers. The greater the number of cigarettes smoked

daily the higher the death rate. The risk is greater for those who start smoking at young ages and for whose who
inhale. Death rates for cigar and pipe smokers who usually do not inhale the tobacco smoke are not greatly
higher than those of non-smokers.

The disability due to impaired functioning of the respiratory and circulatory systems can seriously affect
daily living. Why should a practice so harmful to health continue to thrive?
• For social reasons. Unfortunately it is the done thing and this concept is aided by powerful advertising.
• For psychological needs, the so-called oral satisfaction derived from smoking.
• Because of pharmocological effects of nicotine. There is an initial stimulation of brain function followed

by a soothing effect.
• Established smokers continue to smoke because they are habituated or 'addicted' to the effects of nicotine.

Sound advice is to Stop Smoking or preferably never start. Stopping smoking decreases the risk. It's never
too late to stop. The majority of smokers say they can quit anytime but this is easier said than done. It must be
easy because we know a smoker who stopped after 58 times. If you cannot stop smoking change to safer
smoking habits, i.e. change to a pipe or cigars, reduce the number to single figures per day, choose low tar
brands, smoke less of each cigarette, don't inhale.

You cannot Smoke and Remain Heal— Thy, and Rich.

Cooking

Evening Meals on Campus and Savoury Rice.
Having finally recovered from a severe bout of caevmcophobia (fear of campus evening meals) brought on

by 3 years of heart bum, wind and other diabolic complaints caused by eating campus evening meals; I at least
bring the unexpurgated account of what is happening on campus. In the name of justice truth and the
Wellington Way (living off STB) I bring you the results of my infrequent thrusts into the gourmet heart of those
most revered citadels the Restoration Cafe and the VUWSA Restaurant.

If you are on STB or working to support yourself at varsity eating at the Restoration Centre is going to be a
real treat. It will have to be, you will only be able to afford to eat there once every 2 weeks for about $2.30 for a



plate of goulash and rice (which at the outside costs $0.70 to produce) or a cheese and onion toasted sandwich
for $0.50 (how much is a loaf of bread). I guess you pay for the view as well as the huge number of staff that
seem to work there. Is this another attempt to reduce the unemployment rate?

The VUWSA Restaurant is cheaper, but nutrition wise, I can doubt that I would want to eat there more than
once a week. For $1.20 you can buy a couple of fishcakes (largely potato), a large plate of chips and lettuce
salad. However the side salad (of cheese, lettuce, cucumber, spaghetti) would be a meal in itself. Others have
told me that the standards of meals vary somewhat.

Perhaps it is time for both students and staff and caterers on campus to get together and set a fixed tea
break. (say 6.30-7.30). This would mean that caterers could cook for a certain time and not be forced to provide
meals over a 2 or 3 hour period. It is possible for 2 people to provide a good evening meal on that basis for 100
people with a maximum of two hours work (I have done it.) — Salads could be combined with soup to give
cheap and nutritious meals at an even lower cost However, in the meantime I will continue to leave an evening
meal until I get home and eat fruit to stave off hunger pangs.

Savoury Rice
This is an easy meal with little or no preparation. I first used it when out tramping - its main advantage over

stews is that is doesn't stick to the billy.
Things you will need (for about 4 people)
1¼ cups rice (brown rice is much the best - if you use white rice you will have to cook other vegetables

first)
• ½ teaspoon tumeric
• 1 handful sultanas, currants, raisons
• 1 teaspoon of salt
• 1 large onion diced finely
• several large carrots diced
• 1 green pepper diced
• 2 tins of sardines or about 0.25 kg fresh fish or mince or left over meat.

some herbs (try winter savory, oraganum, rosemary etc) anything else you fancy.
Put brown rice in a pot and cover with about an inch of water over rice. Bring to boil. Add all other

ingredients except fish, put on lid and simmer without lifting lid for 40 minutes. Now add fish and simmer for a
further 5 minutes. An accompanying green salad will balance this meal nicely. (White rice will only need 7
mins simmering.)

Ocean Commodities (corner Willeston and Victoria St's) is till the cheapest place in town for rice and beans
of various sorts. Again, bulk buying is the best bet.

REC Centre

More on the Sauna
Hot on the heels of last week's sauna information comes more information on the hottest spot on campus.

Many users are particularly interested in the physiological effects of saunas. Summarising the available
evidence, it is clear that in a sauna the user will experience vasodilation of the skin, in other words a temporary
increase in the size of the surface blood vessels and skin pores which will allow more heat to be transferred
from the body core to the outer 'shell' of the body. Secondly that the sweat glands will be activated and because
of the hot environment, the increased quantity of perspiration will evaporate causing an evaporative heat loss.

For those of you who want more detail; it has been shown that in many people there is an increase in
cardiac output, by about 70% and that the mean blood circulation time decreases by about 60%. The pulse rate
commensurately increased by 60%. There is a slight increase in blood pressure in 'normal "healthy" subjects,
but in people who have high blood pressure, there is a slight increase in blood pressure. We again point out that
the taking of ice-cold showers places some people at risk. The taking of such showers not only inhibits heat
loss, but violently elevates the blood pressure to a point which could be dangerous to people with any form of
heat ailment. Use a cool or tepid shower.

Lunchtime Social Sport
The soccer, hockey and badminton programmes are all well attended, but please we want to wee more



casual easy going, volley ballers (Thursday) and basket ballers (Friday). Come along and try your hand (or
feet).

The soccer draw for 11/4/79 is:
At the end of this first round we go into the elimination rounds of the Sweet F.A. League Cup.
This year Benfica & New York Cosmos will not be playing.
We are taking names for the second term beginners squash classes. Put your name down at reception.
Badminton classes for beginners are still going and there are still a few spaces left. Tues. 10-11, and Friday

10-11 & 11-12. Come and try "hitting the shuttle" (not to be confused with shuttle running).
The University open days are on 25-26th May. The Recreation Centre features large on the programme, so

those clubs who haven't got themselves organised to contribute to the "Grand Opening" contact us now if you
are short on ideas.

Security again.....for the reasons previously published in our column, Please, Please try to use a driver's
license or international I.D. Card to use the Centre hire service. It is still causing us problems at times.

Yoga - Tues 1-2 Thursday 1-2. Come and relax in the dance room with the inactive activity of yoga.
Make sure you are fully conversant with adequate warm-up procedures before you start your winter sports.

Centre staff will help you out with them. It will certainly help avoid the Centre Staff having to help you with
rehabilitation program met

Answers to Quiz No. 3
• (b)
• No
• We're so glad
• Neither and you probably wouldn't get one.

Quiz No. 4 - A Free Sauna to the First Complete Set of Correct Answers Received by Friday.
• What was the score in the third match between Manchester United & Petone 1st XV?
• Who is the current holder of the Rec. Centre Sweet F.A. Cup? (It's not Manchestor United or Petone)
• What is the connection between indoor bowls and the porcelain industry?
• Does weight-training make you strong? sterile? good at mugging?
• Who won the 100 metres men's final at the 1908 Vladivostok Olympics? (could this be a serious

question?)

Cryptic Crossword

Across
Empty crossword

Down

Last Week's Solution
Across: 1. Pass the buck 9. Hotel 10. Bargain 11. Warrants 12. Shoe 14. Fodder 15. Shrimp 18. Army 20.

Mutilate 22. Detract 23. Drive 24. Shortcomings
Down: 2. Altered 3. Salvages 4. Habits 5. Bore 6. Coach 7. Show of hands 8. Interpreter 13. Sheikdom 16.

Iranian 17. Rustic 19. Match 21. Pair.
ANGELOS CAFE AFTER EASTER (From April 18th) WE WILL SAVE EVENING MUSIC ON

Wednesdays & Thursdays 6.30p.m. ~ 9.00p.m. So come along and enjoy the entertainment WHILE YOU EAT
WEDNESDAY — Simon will play guitar and sing for you THURSDAY — Phillip plays classical guitar SEE
YOU THERE! Restoration Cafe Recreation Centre

[unclear: Discerning] Dining
Drawing of people sitting at school desks
pleasant way to spend an hour or two [unclear: ading] after half-an-hour in the library, [unclear: toring]



your sense of reality after two es in a row is to slip out for a drink, [unclear: oon] tea or a meal 'downtown'. In
[unclear: ries] of articles we 'internally assess' [unclear: pubs], coffee bars and restaurants with we hope are
helpful hints or warnings what to expect.

[unclear: It's] start with a pub-lunch. This may [unclear: it] of a surprise but the 'Dominion' [unclear: ry]
St) is definitely worth a visit. It's [unclear: v] an imposing piece of architecture but [unclear: s] (upstairs) they
offer a meal and [unclear: ser-bout] which few complaints could be Even if it is a little more expensive
[unclear: tainly] superior to anything available [unclear: mpus].

[unclear: c] roast pork is probably the pick of [unclear: enu] and at $3.60. It's a bargain [unclear: conng]
the current price of pork. (A [unclear: tho-al] range of condiments includes apple ). The fish (groper cutlets) at
$3.00 cheapest item and if's also most [unclear: agree-] Roast potatoes are a welcome change the pile of greasy
under or over-cooked which usually comes with a quickly I meal. And the service here Is quick [unclear:
fficient] with minimum use made of [unclear: ud-speaker]. The huge bowls of [unclear: some-slushy] salad
can't be recommended [unclear: hly] (nowhere near the standard of [unclear: ffered] in the now-defunct
'Southern for example) — but if you're a greedy [unclear: elp] yourself.

By the way, they charge the same prices for evening meals so if you think this is an expensive lunch, go at
night and have a cheap dinner.

The environment in which one consumes a repast is often as important as the food itself. Here, the decor is
that 'attempted plush' of an old pub done up — if you find looking at yourself in a mirror while you eat it is
somewhat disconcerting, choose your scat carefully.

The clientele are a mixed bag — Glyn Tucker, the TV 'personality' has been observed in here filling his
flatulent features, there's a woman who can talk for an hour continuously without hesitation, repitition or
deviation from her chosen topic of illness, physical or mental with no detail spared, and a corpulent Maori
woman with an unusual high-pitched laugh which can probably be heard in the street. It's best to go around 12
to half-past if you don't like crowds and avoid Friday nights and Christmas Eve when the place fills up with
drunken businessmen and other loutish types whose vocabulary seems to consist mainly of two words, 'poofter'
and 'chunder'.

A feature which distinguishes this place from others similar is the personal touch. There's a gentleman
who's pleasant without being ingratiating in charge of the catering who, as he clears away the empty plates asks
you whether you enjoyed your meal. You're able to reply, honestly, that you did, thanks very much.

Notices

Library Hours
During the Easter vacation the Library will open for the following hours:
Then hours revert to normal term time hours.

Womens Action Group
Hecate Womens Health Collective has organised a lunch-time forum for Charlotte Bunch a controversial

American feminist. Discussion will be informal and should be stimulating.
Upstairs bar Grand Hotel.
Drinks on sale, bring your own lunch.
No admission charge but donations sought to aid Hecate.
Thursday April 19, 12 noon - 2 pm
All Women Welcome

Table Tennis Club
The club's Annual General Meeting will be held in the Dance Room of the Recreation Centre at 7.30 pm on

Tuesday 10 April. All club members and would-be members are asked to attend and have a say in how
Wellington's top club will be run in 1979. Those willing to help with the club's organisation will be especially
welcome.

The usual club night will "be held after the AGM Team selection for this year's inter - club competitions
(which start in the first week of May) is now well underway. If you want to play in inter-club this year, either
on a regular or a fill-in basis, you must come along to club night so that your standard can be assessed. We
intend to enter at least 12 teams this year, so there are places available for players of all standards from A grade



to G grades. And we intend to win the Wellington Championship again this year!
If, for some reason, you can't get along to the AGM or to club night, please phone Brian Read at work on

720030 ext 448 or at home on 849334.

Thief's Corner a 'Cold' Word
Just a brief note to the person who stole my jacket from Rankine Brown foyer on the morning of what must

have been one of Wellingtons' wettest days this year. Apart from getting upset and arriving home late, frozen
and drenched, I shall now have to use 3 weeks of my first Bursary payment to buy a new one.

If you cannot 'bring yourself to return it to its' original place, do, at least, think of me freezing over the next
few weeks while you relish in the warmth of my jacket.
Linda Vincent

Did you have Cold Titties Last Tuesday?
Would the guy whose 'titties' were so cold that he had to "borrow" my brown striped wool jerkin from the

Gym Change room on Tues. last, be good enough to return it to the Gym reception as 'found' property.
John 662.805

Carless Days and a Car-Pool
If you are interested in this so you can get to and from varisty everyday then contact either Andrew Tees

(President) or any other Exec member at the Association office, or Stu Frater, VUWSA's Welfare Officer.
• Leave name, address, phone number at VUWSA office (indicate suburb)
• Travel at beginning of day to get to varsity by 9 am and at end of day after 5 pm to get home.
• Include Lower Hutt, Upper Hutt, Tawa, Gold Coast, Johnsonville (it's just a question of getting enough

people together from each area!)

Debating Society
Club night - Wednesday 11 April at 5.30pm in the Lounge and Smoking Rooms, Union Building.
Included in the evening's events will be an insight into the joys of impromptu debating. Victoria will be

fielding a number of teams in the Downtown impromptu debating competition in an effort to win the
competition for the third year in succession. Come along and hear the teams indulging in the art of debating
with absolutely no preparation.

Debating
The topic is - "That the Man in the Street is here to stay".
This vexing question will be debated by the top team from Victoria (very entertaining) who will fight it out

against a team from the Institute of Management.
Venue - Wellington Cultural Centra (back of the Cuba Mall), Thurs 12 April. 8pm.

Child Swapping
Any person interested in swapping pre-school children for one or two lectures a week? Lyall Bay area.

Phone Lyn at 879-783.

Student Discount Amendment
Strand tailors (Williams Centre) - $10 off suits Not 10% off.

Maori Action Song Club
All students are invited to attend the first club practice to be held on Monday 9 April 1979, in the Student

Union Hall at 5.30pm. Election of Officers will also be carried out.

Catholic Society
AGM after 5.15 mass on Thursday 19 April



All welcome

Malaysian Students' Sports Tournament (1979)
This year the 6th New Zealand Malaysian Students' Sport Tournament will be held in Christchurch from

7-11 May.
All Malaysian students and thier spouses can and should participate. Christchurch bids you welcome.
For further information pleas contact Andrew Tees, President VUWSA or:

The Secretary,
6th NZMSST Organising Committee192 Blenhiem RoadChristchurch, 4

20% Discount Texas T1-55 School & University Students Texas Calculators Direct From Importer C E D
Distributiors Limited are certified distributors for Texas Instruments also for most other calculators available in
New Zealand We have selected the T1-55 for this special offer as a machine particularly designed around the
needs of senior students All calculations supplied by us are covered by a 12 month guarantee, with instant
replacement repair service SPECIAL NOTE FOR INTERESTED BUYERS This after is ope for 2 months only
II. when you receive your calculator you feel it does not measure up to our description it is returnable within 10
days and you will receive your money back. T1-55 Versatile Slide Rule Calculator and 'How-To' Book
Combination for Statistical and Mathematical Problem Solving With Simple Programmability. Advanced
T1-55 capabilities include programming, plus a unique blend of hardware and software features Easily handles
almost any mathematical operation, from loganthms and trigonometry to more advanced statistical problems.
Easy to understand 140-page Calculator Decision making Sourcebook shows you how to use the power of
statistics, financial mathematics and programability in making better decisions whatever your held or
profession Step by step examples cover analysing relationships in data verifying. quality and performance
measuring change forecasting trends testing research clams and projecting investment returns. Normal Retail
Our Direct Price $90 $72 For all Texas Calculators, Return This Coupon If coupon missing send this and with
your cheque to CED Distributors Ltd. 65 67 Birkenhead Ave. Birkenhead Box 72 053 Auckland C.E.D.
Distributors Ltd., 65 67 Bakenhead Ave Bakenhead Box 72 0053 Auckland Please mail me (dispatched within
7 days of receipt of orders) (quantity) of (type) Texas calculators. Cheque money order for $ enclosed (include
$1 for insurance post and packing.) Signed Print NAME STREET TOWN NOTE Further 5% saving on on
order for & or note 11 55 a

TH'DUDES — ROUGH JUSTICE —WIDE MOUTHED FROGS - a night at the opera -STATE OPERA
HOUSE 8 p.m. ANZAC DAY 25th April BOOK AT THE OPERA HOUSE, $4.50

Letters
Letters handed into the Salient office (first floor, Union Building, graveyard end) by Wednesday 12 noon

will, barring unforseen disasters, be published in the following issue. Letters handed in after that time may be
held over to a subsequent issue. Letters should be typed (there are typewriters available in the Salient office),
double-spaced and on one side of the paper only. If you cannot type, we will accept Printed letters (again
double spaced and on one side of the paper only). Any letter that we cannot clearly read will not be printed.
The editor reserves the right to abridge letters that are of tedious length.

Drawing of a woman writing with a feather quill

The USSR and Iran

Dear Peter,

Patrick Mulrennan's letter in March 19 "Salient" shows he is determined to distort facts to "prove" that my
"anti-Sovietism" has no basis.

My article described the collapse of US power and influence in Iran.. No-one can deny the ineptness of US
foreign policy during the revolution. Yet Mulrennan still talks as if the US can still mount a threat to Iran. It
cannot. This US "weakness" (weakness as an imperialist) has forced countries such as Saudi Arabia to consider
a rapproachement with the Soviet Union.

As a result of the decline of US power in Iran and the US's isolation following the recent "peace" settlement



the Soviet strategic position in the Middle East has been immeasurably strengthened. They, or their
mercenaries, pose the only credible External threat to the Iranian revolution. In the main, the internal blocks
have been already broken down.

Mulrennan uses a selective quote to "prove" I ignored the Soviet's contention for the favours of the Shah.
He should have quoted the whole phrase "it (the Soviet Union) welcomed the top-ping of the pro-US regime - a
regime it had contended for the favours of." Despite Soviet un-preparedness for the Shah's collapse they have
still welcomed the new regime and its anti-US stance as the quote from the Tudeh Party in my article Clearly
indicated.

If Patrick intends to write on China he should study the pinyin forms of its leaders names a bit better. It is
Deng Xiaoping not "Deng Xiao-ping" and Jua Guofeng not "Hua Kuo-Leng".

Finally my best wishes to "Salient" for the rest of this year as I will no longer be writing for it as I am soon
to go overseas overseas.
James Morgan

Drawing of people sitting at a bar

Punk

Dear Editor,

On page 10 of the March 26, 1979 issue of Salient, I noticed the somewhat shabby offering from David
Telford. I consider the way in which this article was treated to be intolerable. It is the job of the editor of any
publication to ensure that any material published is presented in at least a near grammatically correct manner. It
is not the job of the editor to put an item to print in an uncorrected form and then snidely attempt to undermine
the content of the article through its poor grammatical presentation, as you have done.

Either the article should have been ommitted from publication completely or it should have been printed in
a presentable from ie one which obeyed the fundamentals of the English language, (which I have doubtlessly
violated at least once so far).

Anyway I'm sure David will be glad to hear that your comment at the end of his article is, not worth a on of
shit anyway, as you start talking about ......then end result.....

(P.S. while we all know that "Anarcy in the UK" knocks the piss out of any of this new wave, Elvis
Costello style 60's revival crap, I feel obliged to say that not only is the Rolling Stones Some Girls one of the
better LP's around but that "Shattered" (last track on side two — is one of the best non-trendy punk offerings
around.)

Drawing of three people at a bar, one with a gun
(P.S.S. In reply to Michael Sutton's letter,: I'm not a swine, I just grunt a lot, vote National, and fancy

greasy chips flavoured with toe-jam.)
Yours (OINK) sincerely

(OINK)
Ham Porker

And more Punk

Dear Sir,

To the misinformed persons who read last weeks article on Punk, including the writer of the article (David
Telford).

For a start, if Mick Jagger and Keet did what they do for mere publicity, surely their music would conform
to the majority taste ie disco. But it doesn't. They act and play their music they way they do, because they,
under nobodys influence, feel that way. Rather, they are probably today's largest music influence. So many
guitarists and lead singers imitating the Glimmer Twins, (eg Bob Geldof) displays this influence. As Barry
Jenkins has said, imitation is the highest form of praise.

Calling "Respectable" a "trendy punk number" is absolute crap. Can't Telford distinguish the difference
between good of' Stones Rock and Roll and Punk? "Respectable." (which, incidentally, drag down a girl for



becoming respectable) is as close to Punk as Marie Osmond is to Poly Styrene. The only track on "Some Girls"
that is anywhere near Punk, would be "Shattered", which is more of a New York type punk than the original
British type punk.

Punk is hard fast energetic music, with this energy being the dominant force behind the music and not the
supreme musical ability as Telford suggests. Punk lyrics are generally concerned with anti-establishment views,
social justice and down-to earth, real life experiences eg not finding a job, getting your head kicked in or
vice-versa etc. I don't know where Telford gets his "thought provoking, emotionally laden lyrics."

The article then spoke of punk arising from the stagnation of Heavy Metal and Heavy Rock. Utter crap!
This music has never died since its birth and is still alive and kicking, with the likes of Thin Lizzy, Status Quo,
Blue Oyster Cult, Ted Nugent and so many more, Led Zeppelin have recorded and cut a new album, but are
witholding its release until their tour. So much for Telfords "Led Zeppelin never progressed."

I could carry on and criticize the rest of the article but I will leave that up to you. As it stands, last weeks
article contained more shit than shit itself.

Spike Aminal

The Right Returns

Comrades,

Yes, I'm afraid they are not coming until 1980. Those crusading vigilantes of the 'Old Right': the Thought
Police, will not be operational until 1980 — Due to lack of members. However next year, with membership
bolstered by fresh graduates from 'Aristocracy College', Masterton, and 'retired' members of Savak, the
organisation will be fully operational. Operations will include surveillance of fringe elements, nit pickers,
traitors and other thought-criminals.

However the final word on this matter must go to famous Eurasian philosopher, Arnold Marx, with a
quotation from his famous autobiography of Zsa Zsa Gabor's pet rock, Mein Kapital (also sold under the title
Das Kamf):

"The masochists have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to pain. Masochists of the world
unite."
Sir William Bush, alias 'Big Brother'

Caligula Queries

Dear Peter,

Oh dear, I've got Caligula on my tail. Mind you, of all the things I can think of that the infamous emperor
might take exception to, my so-called 6xation with Muldoon seems to me rather peculiar.

He claims to have perused my political writing last year. If he has done so, he will be fully aware that, far
from harping on about Muldoon all the time, I was careful to concentrate on both the main political parties.
Indeed, it would in my opinion be fair to say that one of the consistent political threads running through Salient
in 1978 was an analysis of the Labour Party that showed it to be no better than National on all fundamental
issues. Far from harping on about Muldoon, we were careful to atttack the policies. As the 1978 Editor, I take
responsibility for that.

This year, not being election year, there has not been the same necessity for assessing the parties. Rather, in
the articles I have written so far, I have concentrated on new policies and the current performance of the
Government. In my opinion the name Muldoon is somewhat synonymous with the name of his party, and I
admit to a degree of laxity in using them as such. However, it has always been my intention to review the work
of the Government and its leader in the light of the underlying reasons for that work.

I am not one of those people who think that if Muldoon were to suddenly disappear all would be well. But
neither do I think he is either a "joke or a bore". Muldoon may well be failing as a "capitalist" (or, as I see it, as
a servant of capitalism); that doesn't negate the fact that he and his party try to serve the interests of capitalism.

Perhaps the noted emperor would like to write again to define what s/he means by "socialist-centralist": we
could continue our debate on a more constructive level. At the moment, the man and the policies that he fronts



up for seem as socialist to me as the rear end of the animal with which he is commonly linked.
I remain, with toga well girt,
Drawing of a man shooting himself in the face

Simon Wilson

Salient Cover-up

Dear Editor,

The SRC of March 21 featured a long and heated debate on the situation in Indochina. In my opinion the
cartoon on the front page of Salient dated March 26, which dramatises this debate, gives a false picture. The
motion discussed was;

"That this Association condemns the Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea".
A great deal of hostility was expressed toward this motion. A considerable sentiment for abstention from

the vote was also expressed, (on the grounds that international affairs are 'irrelevant' to students). This changed,
however, in connection with an amendment which made the motion read;

"That this Association condemns the Vietnemese invasion of Kampuchea and the Chinese counterattack on
Vietnam and calls for the withdrawl of all forces to within their own territory."

This motion was passed domfortably. That is not surprising. What is surprising, however, was the fact that
the supporters of the original motion supported the amendment.

The surprise that this causes can only be understood if we realise that the movers and vocal supporters of
this motion were also the supporters of the motion immediately following it, which read;

Drawing of two men at a bar wanting to leave
"That this SRC views the Chinese counter-attack on Vietnam as a reaction to the continuous Vietnamese

raids on Chinese territory, and [unclear: furthermon] as a step to counter Vietnamese expansionism and Soviet
Union aggression in South-East Asia".

And the movers of these motions are known as avid defenders of every zig and zag that the Chinese
government makes.

The discomfort they must feel over their [unclear: condination] of the Chinese action explains the
falsification of the debate as presented in the SRC cartoo There is no mention of the amendment. Reading the
cartoon you would believe that "the combine forces of goodness", (ie Cassidy, Wilson, Morris a other
supporters of the original motion), had emaged completely victorious.

I do not support the motion in it's amended or unamended form. But I do believe that Salient owes it to
students to report these debates honestly and accurately.

Yours,

Dean Hazelwood

Four Gripes

Dear Editor,

I am writing on several points.
• ACCY 101 students must be the biggest wankers east of the International Dateline. Some poor cunt is

trying to get out of K.303 and all he gets is a flood of people invading the room.
• The cafetarn is the biggest stinking hole since the world famous Hole of Calcutta. It would be good to see

some of the animals eating there roaming round in their natural habitat - the Bolton Street Cemetary.
• Someone has got to do something about the air conditioning in K.303. It only takes one class to make it

become unbearably stuffy, so people fall asleep. This is a combination of boring lectures (especially



ACCY 101 and ECON 101) and this fucking hell-hole — K.303.
• The half-wit writing about punk rock (David Telford-March 26) displays basic ignorance. Paul

McCartney may be rich and respectable buy has not lost his social conscience. Only last year when the
Liverpool City Council wanted to put up a statue of the Beatles, he told them not to be stupid, and to give
the money to the city's poor. Another thing is that Paul McCartney did not write "Lucy in the sky (with
diamonds)". All I can say is that he is as thick as pig-shit, and, whats more, couldn't tell if he was looking
at a horses arse if it shat on his boots.

Drawing of two men leaving a bar

Yours in unending patience,

Robert Mac.

What's a Nice Girl Like you.....

Dear Ed,

Wow ' A fan-club already! In reply to Monroe Simmons letter I am a decent (usually ) Christian girl and I
would be very pleased to make his acquaintance. I am 19 and I've never kissed a girl [unclear: e].

I hope you can arrange something for us.

Love

Carol Addley.

P.S. I was only stirring about S.E. Asia last week.
ROCK THEATRE -126 Vivian St LIVING FORCE — Thursday, Good Friday, Saturday HELLO SAILOR

— Friday 20, Saturday 21 TH' DUDES — Thursday 26, Friday 27 ROUGH JUSTICE — Saturday 28
COMING UP — Lip Service - Wide Mouthed Frogs - Rick Steele - Bon Mascht $1.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT
on Thurs 12th by producing this ad.

[unclear: ling] it out

Sir,

[unclear: After] to the letter "Christian Organs" by [unclear: an] in Salient No. 5.
[unclear: The] early Part of his letter, A.A. Tam [unclear: quo-witnessing] (?) of a christian who posed

[unclear: ve] ultimatum to a first year student: "If note a christian, then you must be a [unclear: com-"] For me,
I would not even qualify such [unclear: natum] as "naive" but instead, absolutely [unclear: LICAL] and
downright Ridiculous. [unclear: Un-dly], it is a shock to us all, christians and [unclear: itians] alike, that such a
ridiculous [unclear: state-in] be made. I believe the guy who made [unclear: ement] would feel very shy right
now.

Tan also accused indirectly (and [unclear: quitetly]) why I have not dared identify myself [unclear: stian]
in my previous letter. Tan also [unclear: ri-that] my effort in masking, my identity is even "simple Mr. Beach"
would discern [unclear: m] a christian when he read my letter, by [unclear: titling] it "A Christian's Comment"
was [unclear: v] me mainly for clarifying my stand -ie [unclear: hristian] - right in the beginning even
[unclear: be-] letter proper. I am sure Mr Beach can [unclear: i] this as proof.

Tan's uncertainty of whether I implied [unclear: hristian's] Comment" that only opinions and other
christians' are first hand, I [unclear: ike] to make it loud and clear to Tan that [unclear: wer] is.....No. All I was
actually saying, [unclear: eemed] about, was that students should [unclear: eir] opinions through personal
encounters. [unclear: e], I am not saying that advising first year [unclear: to] be cautious is wrong. But to me,



unclear: ad-rst] year students to "only listen and talk [unclear: tians] with an open mind" After giving [unclear:
id] impressions and Without acknowled-[unclear: at] the other side of the picture can be is Unreal and Unjust. I
am concerned [unclear: s]. Koh's letter may create unnecessary [unclear: pre-meng] the student community;
hence my [unclear: him]. To give absolute assurance to Tan, [unclear: ing] of "A Christians Comment" is
[unclear: defini-a] result of "embarrassement" brought [unclear: iteur] converters" to the extent that I have
"painful confession" to "cover up all that had been strewn."

unfortunate that I could not meet the to have my previous letter published it 3. If the dateline was met, "A
[unclear: Chris-mment]" would have appeared together [unclear: ina's] letter. It is even more unfortunate
[unclear: nt] in my letter to Salient one day before letter was published. Hence it is quite un-lable why A.A.
Tan accused my previous [unclear: r] having "conveniently left out the very of the issue" as refered to in
Salina's [unclear: ques-anyway], WOCF has answered Salina's queries [unclear: onaily], I feel it is more
appropriate for the [unclear: ees] of the various christian groups to [unclear: clari-stand].

[unclear: a], before I am accused again for masking [unclear: tity], I would Like to take this opportunity
[unclear: y] my stand even more clearly. I was not an when I first came to Victoria some [unclear: a]. It was
only a year later that I became [unclear: an.] I have to acknowledge that this [unclear: deci-e] a christian is not
a result of being "[unclear: bible-] by the so called "Christian Saviours" but [unclear: h] resulted from much
personal searching [unclear: uating], and observing the quality of the close christian friends. Lastlyy, Tan is
right -[unclear: ud] to be a christain in every sense of the [unclear: ly] the way, just so that Tan won't accuse
[unclear: ler], I am also a member of WOCF,

[unclear: erely] hope that this letter will clarify my [unclear: a] Christian's Comment" particularly to
[unclear: n] and T.S. Koh.

Drawing of a man and a porcupine
[unclear: P.S.] The title of this letter (ie Spelling it out) [unclear: ven] by me.

Shalom.
(Lawrence Law)

[unclear: Examined]

[unclear: Dear Editor],

[unclear: he] Almighty Lord be praised. My prayer [unclear: ly] to my letter was acknowledged. It
[unclear: ry] rare occurence for an ocfer to poke [unclear: I] out from under the holy misty clouds. [unclear:
ciation], let me take her letter (Salient [unclear: it] by point.

Drawing of a man holding a porcupine by its tail
• [unclear: Look] took great pain to emphasise that the [unclear: a] a non political body. No one ever

[unclear: con-] that it is otherwise. In fact, all the [unclear: over-dents] organisations in NZ are
non-poll-[unclear: he] strictest sense. But a self-awarded [unclear: litical]' classification is no
justification [unclear: by] or 'head in the sand' attitude.

• L. Puk cunningly skirted the 1st question of Salina by avoiding the main issue which was: what have
the (Christian goups (including the WOCF) done about issues that directly affect overseas students, eg.
immigration problems, cutbacks on overseas students, the capping issue, etc.? These are not political
issues, but that which concerns the welfare, the interest and democratic rights of fellow students. For the
benefit of myself and the average students, perhaps the WOCF would enlighten us as to its constitutional
objectives and its means to achieve a "peaceable life in all godliness and honesty", in relation to concrete
realities. May I hasten to add that even a primary school kid would take praying for kings and authorities
too naive and impractical an answer.

Granted L Puk had deliberately answered out of context, I somehow still feel generous enough to
discuss her other points.

• Evidence of ocfers active in student protest. There may be one or two odd rebels (probably ex-ocfers
now) who would participate in students protests. However, I have also heard that such 'outcasts' were
ostracized for stepping beyond the halo of holy Christian constraints. Today, Lily Puk would hace
unabashed pride to capitalize on such 'misfits'.

• The other example she gave was "our corporate prayers and signing of a petition pleding royal pardon
for the 14 year old Malaysian boy", it indeed sounded very noble and brave for the WOCF to be
associated with such a controversial and major public campaign. However, there are many aspects to
every issue, including this one. The significance of the 14 year old boy campaign was to point out to the



world the repressive nature of the Malaysian government and to pressurize the authorities to drop such
flagrant-breach of human rights, as it affects not a single 14 year old life but all the people of Malaysia. It
is altogether a very different matter to drop onto ones knees to plea and pray to kings and lord (1 Timothy
2:) to forgive the naughty little sin committed by the 14 year old boy for toying with a pistol!!!

• I must admit that Christians groomed to preach have the most soothing words. To question 2, of
putting theory into practice, L Puk had mustered some beautiful phrases in her opening paragraph. It
almost had me convinced. Unfortunately, the enthusiastic list of 'good deeds' she chalked up failed to
measure up to her Big Words. The long list of egs. tells us nothing more than some insignificant charity
and missionary work the ocfers are engaged in. Sounded something like what the Salvation Army are
doing but only at a scale 1/1000th of the Salvation Army.

• It is quite evident that our dear ocfers are still being plagued with colonial hangovers judging from
the way they lauded the missionaries. Lets make no bones about it. At the best, missionary work is no
more than masked cultural subversion. The culture and lives of people they destroy is both long and
gruelling. My sympathy goes to the poor, honest, simple, illiterate and unwary natives and people of the
under developed world.

• The reactionary and collaborate nature of the ocfers was unwittingly exposed in the 2nd last
paragraph of Lily Puk's letter. Their little role was to preserve the present class society and its status quo.
They called it "society in its balance". She continued" ".......an undervalue would be disobedience to God
in an important and public aspect of our life and witness while an overvalue may result in idolatry of this
world and an eclipse of the gospel of our lord and saviour."
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In plain words, they are saying a class society should be maintained at all cost. Extreme poverty and

repression of the people will spur revolution. That is how charity and the bible comes in, to cool that evil
rebellious spirit. On the other hand if a society becones too egalitarian, people will rubbish religion and god.
Hence, the masses have to be shackled in their rightful place in the factories and fields. Only thus, will they
pray hard for kings and authority till their hearts melt and the people will then lead a peaceable life in all
godliness and honesty (1 L Puk 2:)

Finally allow me to conclude with a big thank you to L Puk and the WOCF for being so generous and
explicit in enlightening us with their godly vision and experiences.
Yours in students service,

Apostle of Almighty Salina,
A.A. Tan.

P.S. Perhaps L Puk and the WOCF will be Christian enough to overlook our personal differences, to pray
for me that God forgive my tin of writing ungodly letters to Salient. Thou shalt love thy enemies.

The Other Side

Dear Sir,

The entire middle page of the Salient of 29 March 1979 was given over to Lamorna Rogers to present one
side of the argument over the abortion issue. I am aware that the article was written in connection with
International Abortion Action Day. However, it seems appropriate to give the other side a right of reply.

This could readily be done by asking those who intelligently argue from the "Right To life" point of view to
present their views in a Salient write up.

Therefore I would call upon the editorial staff to take such action and thus present a balance in their
coverage of the issue.
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Yours sincerely,

Demokratia Justitia Politike.
(If the "intelligent" people who hold the "Right To Life" ideology close to their hearts, write an intelligent

article outlining the basis of their beliefs, I would certainly consider publishing it-ed)

A Gold Star for Weir House



Dear Sir,

As your magazine is a vehicle for student opinion, I should like to use it to express a sentiment which will
remain silent no longer.

I write of Weir House's new House manager/ matron, Mrs Jean Storey. Her arrival has marked the be
sinning of a new era in the life of this establishment, timely as it was, coinciding with the long awaited and
much welcomed entry into the House of our new sisters.

Much could be said about the dramatic change in atmosphere of the House, but it is only necessary to say
that it must be due, in a very large part, to Jean's real concern for our happiness and well-being She has
introduced a new dimension into the job. Her effeciency is matched only by her good-humour, and the courage
required to make every day a success. Few people, except of course our cook (and a good one too!!) Alison
Murphy, realise the amount of organising needed to make a Boarding house run efficiently. Jean and Alison
almost invariably strike the right balance of military precision and goodwill. Jean we welcome you.

Signed,
Weir a great place now.

P.S. I'm not being paid for this.
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Robert and his Toothbrush

Dear smelly-person,

Deep from the bowels of the Frank we have coming to us (in buckets full, no less) the latest in continental
tittilations - blackbird foudling! A cheeky little routine guaranteed to up the circulation of even the most ardent
would be sheep or hedgehog fancier. I was painting my friend Robert with a toothbrush last Tuesday when a
lascivious blackbird with lacy pink tinged grunting feathers flew in the louvres and pecked my greataunty's
head off. As you can well imagine, this got me thinking, and after I had bitten dear Robert's head off I realised I
was onto a good thing. Immediately I undressed and, armed with a nuclear beaked super-blackbird, I descended
on parliament. Imagine my surprise when everyone there was similarly attired.......I was so humilated.......and
ashamed..., but my little feathered friend comforted me and once again my being was suffused with the joys of
living. Of course, I still screwed the little bugger's head off - after all we can't have nuclear powered blackbirds
flying around the place, can we? I mean - what if they reproduced and attacked, taking the strategic arms
limited powers of the world completely off guard.....really, you all have got a hell of a lot to thank me for. But
what thanks am I likely to get from a world run by queers and nymphomaniacs?

Yours at any time,
Ralph the wonder llama.

P.S. Any possibilities of a research grant to study the human possibilities of nuclear powered sex?

Breed Equal

Dear Sir,

In our present egalitarian society I would like to know why the upper crust on a loaf of bread is black?
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Yours
Democritus (Mrs)

Milk is Good but Beer is Best



Dear Sir,

The first thing I would like to complain about are Les Cleveland comments about the talking up the back of
POLS 111 lectures. Just because students sit at the hack doesn't mean they have to be scapegoats for the shit
that goes on in other parts of the lecture hall.

Another gripe I have is about a certain Econ 101 lecturer's bloody atrocious writing, we aren't all criptic
experts, so Bob please could you supply the code.

Concerning CAMs letter about beer, he may get off on Milk but Most normal varsity students enjoy the
proverbial amber fluid.

[unclear: Yours] appropriately,

I. B. Flapworth

GARLANDS RESTAURANT Phone 736-681 80 MANNERS ST UPSTAIRS Mon to Fri + COURSE
LUNCH AND ROAST DINNER $3.00 & EXTENSIVE A LA CARTE MENU SUNDAY NIGHT LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT FROM THE CELTIC ROOTS (PLAYING SCOTS AND IRISH FOLK)

Give Kathy a Go!

Dear Sir,

Peter Beach, you cad, you bounder, are you a coward? Could it be that you, our illustrious editor, are
frightened? I accuse you of running away in the face of danger. Your pants are squelchy. And why? Why you
may ask, you rogue. The reason is, Peter the Yellow, that you are scared. Scared to give Kathy Drysdale a
column in your newspaper, (or rather Our newspaper). The proposition of P. O'Donoghue is especially sound.
How can you justify your questionable silence on the matter. Be a man, Peter Beach, let Drysdaie speak out. If
not be a worm and succumb to pressure and give her a column.

Yours courageously,

N.J.A. Sainsbury

A Timely Apology

Dear Peter,

As President of this Association, I would like to express my extreme disgust at my political stand at the
AGM of last week. I consider my Constitutional Amendments concerning (i) the editor of Salient, (ii) abortion
policy, (iii) international affairs; were all completely anti-democratic, and I am shocked that someone who is
supposed to be a defender of the rights of all students (as I am supposed to be) should have had anything to do
with them.

I have now been convinced that it is my duty to represent the democratic rights of students. In the light of
the fact that I have forsaken this duty, I would fully support any move at the next SRC which would remove me
from the Presidency.
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Yours faithfully,



Andy.

Tees' Time is Up

Dear Peter,

Andrew Tees has gone too far. He brought a motion to the AGM that would have the Salient editor elected
by the SRC. This was a thinly veiled attempt to bend the principles of VUWSA so that a person more to his
political persuasion will get the job. And what happened? He fucked it up with the lawyers.

He brought motions to ban policy on abortion and foreign affairs. Not in donkey's years have there been
such basic attacks on the democratic right of every student to have any matter discussed at SRC. And what
happened? They were both decisively thrown out.

Presumably Tees thought he would get the support of "the average student": the creature he claimed to
represent when he stood for the job. Yet people of every political persuasion condemned his attacks. Nothing
could have been clearer than that he has no support in his attempts to abuse his position and make VUWSA
service his own ends.

The party's over Tees. Resign.

Yours in anger,

Margaret Hickey

The MSA/MSSA Orientation Evening

Dear Sir,

The MSA/MSSA Orientation Evening was held on the night of 24 March in the Smoking Room. If you
would allow me, I will make some comments on the gathering through your columns.
• The organisation was poor. Because of the poor publicity only about 100 people turned up. As usual the

evening started late and there was also general chaos and delays in between the various acts through bad
organisation.

• What's more important than precision coordination and organisation is the programme itself. The choir
gave an impressive start to the evening. What followed however was an over stretched impression by a
High School boy. A short concise talk might be tolerable to the audience but he waffled boringly on. He
also managed to dutifully put in some cheap commercials for MSA and OCF.

• Though it was mainly an orientation for Malaysians and Singaporeans, it was good to see the Thai
students actively contributing and enjoying themselves. As overseas students we share many things in
common. We should welcome other nationalities in future orientations.

• The sketch by MSSA was rather disappointing compared to the one on International Evening. The talents
of the actors and actress was evident and the form of presentation interesting though a bit disorganised.
What was lacking was an intelligent theme. The story is nothing more than an immature infatuation. A
sketch devoid of a moral becomes another cheap soap opera.

• The group dance was most successful in terms of audience participation. In fact the main purpose of the
orientation should be to get all the people to participate and feel part of the crowd.

• In sharp contrast to the dances, the games introduced were rather boring and childish. The part of pouring
water down the tube into the new students was especially disgusting. Even the audience could feel the
anger and embarassment of the new students of being humiliated in front of the crowd.

• Supper and informal chit chat was an important part of the evening. It provided the opportunity for the
students to meet and get acquainted with each other.

• On the whole, the orientation was comparitively better than last year's in terms of programmes,



participation and organisation, despite a lower turnout. However there is much room for improvement. I
would suggest the two associations concerned will get together to conduct a post mortem so that next
year's orientation will be a better one.

An orientated Malaysian,
P. Tan

Cultural Affairs replies to Edwards

Dear Peter,

I feel obliged to reply to a few comments made by the Association's Treasurer at the AGM of the
Association. Mr Edwards stated that many of the cultural clubs on campus have been "squandering" the
Association's money, and that it was about time the Cultural Affairs "people" pulled their finger/s out and were
looked into.

I strongly object to these two statements, and wish to clarify the situation. This year's Cultural Affairs
Committee is composed of dedicated, responsible and hard working individuals, who give much of their spare
time to Cultural Affairs, for absolutely no financial remuneration (to suggest these "people" should pull ther
fingers out, is plainly ludicrous.) Further, this year's Cultural Affairs Committee conducts vigorous and
thorough investigations into the finances of any club which is making a grant application, to ensure that
student's in general, benefit, and that substantial contributions to the cultural life on campus will ensue.

The committee is currently organizing a Market Day for clubs to raise funds, a Strauss Ball on ANZAC
day, promoting the student's arts Festival and many other activities designed to make life more interesting for
students.

I appreciate the difficulties involved in being the Treasurer of this association, and can sympathize with
Peter Edwards, however I will not tolerate what constitutes an unjustifiable attack on the Cultural Affairs
Committee, from anyone.
Your sincerely,
Michael CarT-Gregg
Cultural Affairs Officer VUWSA

On the AGM

Dear Sir,

At the AGM our erstwhile Accommodation Officer, Ian McElwee, gave what was purported to be his
report. In his speech he alleged that his term in office had been marked throughout by obstructionary tactics on
the part of nearly everyone he dealt with. As evidence he cited the fact that I had not agreed with him last year
that we should have a student on the Accommodation Advisory Committee.

It is true that last year I did not agree with this proposal, but not because I wished to [unclear: obe] struct
him. Mr McElwee seems to think that it is the prerogative of Exec members to direct SRC reps on committees
(I sat on Prof Board at the time) to do their bidding. Those reps are responsible to the SRC and are charged
solely with carrying out its policy in their respective fields.

Mr McElwee's job as Accommodation Officer was to help students in their accommodation problems: this
means problems about where they live, not the academic accommodation position on campus. In my opinion
this urea comes under the jurisdiction of the Education Officer. If Mr McElwee had been obstructed in his
proper field of work he would have cause for complaint. As it is I am not aware of any such obstruction. Far
from not talking to him about his job, I actually spend considerable time on the subject, as he well knows.

Asked to justify the generalised attack he made, Mr McElwee stated that he had no proof. Might I suggest
that he used this attack to cover up the fact that he did very little of the work he was supposed to do. An
examination of his written report would bear this out. To take just, one example: he implies that he was in part
responsible for the introduction of a staff creche. This is just nonsense.

Mr McElwee voiced bitter concern that a so-called 'clique' was running the Association to it's own
advantages and never did anything that did not embellish its own reputation. He refused to sustain the argument



and I can only infer that we was voicing frustration that VUWSA is not set up in a way that will guarantee the
supremacy of his own opinions.

Yours sincerely,

Simon Wilson

Brierley Justified

Dear Sir,

Your article, April 2 Salient, is the objective as far as the facts - quote "Brierley Is one of the biggest and
most successful corporate raiders on either side of the Tasman".

But Why?
The example of the Christchurch company Beath's is a classic. The profits were low because the company

was inefficient.
Either 1, The assets were not employed in the most useful way due to retail competition and / or 2. More

likely, the management were poor businessmen / innovators / staff controllers and / or 3. Just as likely, the staff
within the firm were letting the side down. From experience, in many firms about 1 in 5 people work hard, the
rest make a half-hearted attempt to work occasionally. Students in holiday jobs will vouch that the general
attitude to work in some firms in New Zealand is deplorable.

Beath's poor profits are a combination of I, 2 and 3 above. A very poor return to small investors in Beath's
results, so Brierley intercepts. He offers a good price to the shareholders, a reasonably priced building to the
DIC and takes a cut for his own shareholders. The advantage is that three groups have benefitted.

The argument against this practice is that the workers lose out. In the case given the DIC will surely be
more efficient and employ less poeple. They will eradicate the "weeds" referred to in 3. above who were a drag
on the business initially.

As an afterthought this does not always occur. Many firms appoint tough and innovative management and
sales personnel to eradicate the "weeds" and turn losses to profits - hence avoiding Brierley. Also, the returns to
share— holders' investments including capital gams, bonuses etc. has not exceeded 7% on average over the past
decade. Banks and reputable business houses are far exceeding these returns.

Concluding if I/You were:
• An investor in Brierley
• An investor in Beath's
• An investor in DIC
• A hard worker

at the time of the takeover in Beath's, I/You would certainly have benefitted by the deal. Brierley is in
effect performing a service.
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Yours,

Robert Knyvett

Sources Wherever Possible

Dear Sir,

Congratulations on the standard of Salient this year. It provides a useful alternative view to that shared by
the two major Wellington papers, Your spotlight on government interference in number of areas, particularly



industrial matters has been very informative. One small gripe. Could you please provide sources of information.
This could be done quite easily (as in other major newspapers) and would be particularly valuable with
overseas news and comments.

Yours,

Alfred Harris

P.S. Does anyone read the rooking column other than me?
(Whenever a writer quotes references they are provided. I will endeavour to ensure that more writers

provide them — ed.)
Lunch Mon to Friday Dinner Friday to Saturday (Bring your own) 122 Wakefield Street (opposite Town

Ha YOU CAN TRUST US!
DOWNSTAGE THEATRE BOOKINGS 849—639 SUMMIT CONFERENCE by Robert David

MacDonald FINAL WEEK for this ACCLAIMED PRODUCTION DON'T BE SORRY DON'T MISS IT
DINNER 6.30pm PLAY 8.00pm Student Standby at 7.50pm only $2.00 - ID card necessary PARTIGIANO:
Partisan LATE NIGHT and LUNCH TIME in HALF. WAY. UP Thurs. at 12.10pm and at 11.00pm This
programme is relevant to Form 5, 6 & 7 History students

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY STUDENTS REVUE PRESENT UNIVERSITY MEMORIAL THEATRE
8pm April 19-28 Bookings: Students Association or Opera House students and pensioners $3 public $4

Assault on the Beehive! Bursaries march wed april 11th KEY A — VARSITY B — SALAMANCA RD C
— THE TERRACE D — MacDONALD CRES. E — DIXON ST F — HEBERT ST G — MANNERS ST H—
WILLIS ST I — LAMBTON QUA J— PARLIAMENT TIMETABLE FOR WED. 11th 12.00 ASSEMBLE
RANKINE BROWN QUAD 12.30 RENDEVOUS WITH TECH STUDENTS ON Cnr HEBERT AND
DIXON ST's 1.00 ARRIVE AT PARLIAMENT GROUNDS RALLY AND SPEAKERS

At last, your Bursary Cheque. You can bank it on campus. The Bank of New Zealand is right on campus to
help you with banking services. When your bursary cheque arrives there's no need to wait until you're down
town. Call into our on-campus office. If you haven't already a cheque or savings account with us we can very
quickly open one. You'll find it so much more convenient to bank with the Bank of New Zealand. Because
we're right here on campus we understand student money problems too. We always have a sympathetic ear,
backed by helpful practical advice. Anytime you'd like to talk things over just call and arrange a time. Call at
the BNZ on-campus office, and arrange to see Richard Starke, or phone him direct at BNZ Wellington branch,
corner Lambton and Customhouse Quays, phone 725-099. Bank of New Zealand Here when you need us - on
campus


